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Ca111pus Brief1y

Correction

November 7, 2003

•Police Bectt

In the Oct. · 31 publication,
Amber DuVentre was misquoted.

Thursday, Oct. 30

District court to hear
preliminary next month
Tyler C. Webb's preliminary
hearing was postponed until
December.
His hearing will be presented to
the Calloway County District
Court next month.

Western's Board of Regents
approves midyear increase
! The Westem Kentucky Universi-

tY Board of Regents unanimously
approved the proposed $200
tuition increase Friday.
The ancrease will take effl>ct next
semester.
The board also i~ coru;idering a
tuition increase for the fall 2004
.semester.

Alex Griendling, freshman from Elizabethtown, played .. Paint It
Black" on his guitar for his friends outside White College.
For more information, phone
Corky Broughton at 762·6124.

Campus Ughts sponsors.
'South Pacific' auditions

Donating hygiene products
helps local, county families

Auditions for the Campus
Lights' production of Rodgers and
Hammerstein's "South Pacific" are
scheduled from 6 to 8 p.m. Tues·
day and from 5 to 8 p .m. Thursday
in ~he Doyle Fine Arts Farrell
Recital Hall. .
Students who wish to audition
need to have a musical theater
song and monologue prepared.
If you do not have a monologue,
one will be provided.
Auditions for dancel'l) are scheduled for 8 p.m. Thursday in the
center's dance studio.
For more information, phone
Courtney Winstead at 753-2487.

Helping Area Needy With
Donations is collecting hygiene
products for Calloway County
families.
Donations for HANDS e<m be
placed in bins at the following
locations: the Curris Center, the
third floor of Wilson Hall, the psychology department office in Wells
Hall ur the lobby of Hester College.

Jazz Ensemble I performs
opening concert Wednesday
The Murray State Jau: Ensemble
l will perform nt its opening concert at 8 p.m. WednesJay in Lovett
Auditorium.
The concert is open to the public,
and admission is free.
For more information, phone the
music department at 762-2787.

Wellness deparbnent asks
University for donations
The department of wellness and
therapeutic sciences is sponsoring
a Universitywide food drive for
Need Line.
People are encouraged to donate
canned and nonperishable goods.
The department would like assis·
tance in supplying suitable locations on campus with boxes for
donations.
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its annual car w interiza tion
from 1 to 5 p.m. today and from 8
a.m. to noon 5..1turday at the Howton Agriculture Engineering Building.
The event will provide faculty
and staff with an economical way
to prl'pare their vehicles for win·
ter.
The service costs $20 per vehicle.
Fo r more information, phone
Dwayne Driskill nt 762-6187.

Children to receive gifts
from Rotaract Club drive
The Rotaract Club is sponsoring
a Christmas gift drive for impover·
ished children.
Items that can be donated
include toys, puzzles, games, coloring books, crayons, hats, hygiene
products a nd more.
Place ••ny gift you wish to
donate in a shoebox and place it in
the boxes in the residential college
lobbies.
For more information, e-mail the
Rotaract Club ill rotaract@
m urraystatc.ed u.

Agriculture club provides
car-winterization service
The University's Agriculture
Engineering Technology Cluo will

I

Campri~ Bri~j1y Is compilt•d

by Vmres·

sa Clliflll rs-, 11sSisUmt news rditor.

Regional Special Events Center
advised a vehicle had backed
into a post. An accident report
was taken.
10:28 p.m. A caller from
Franklin College reported he
was receiving harassing phone
calls. A report was taken.

4:15 p.m. A caller from Water·
field Library requested an officer check on a bag fillc>d with a
white substance. An oHicer
advised the substance was
sugar. A report was taken, and
the s ubstance was taken to Pub·
Lie Safety.
6:06 p.m. A male subject called
the front desk at Franklin College because he wanted information about the well -being of
his grandson. A report was
taken.
9:57 p.m. A caller from Regents
College ndvised she had an
altercation with her roommate
and asked to spenk to an officer
about the argument. A report
was taken.

Sunday, Nov. 2
9:23 p.m. An officer reported
broken glass at the end of the
second row on the south end of
the Roy Stewart Stadium parking lot. Central Plant was
advised.
9:32 p .m. A caller from Rich·
mond College reported the
smell of hot wires in Room 305.
No smoke or fire was reported.
Central Plant was advised.
11:43 p.m. A caller from White
College requested an officer
come to the front desk of the
college to help resolve a verbal
dispute. The call was referred to
the Housing Office, and a
report was taken.

Friday, Oct. 31
U:25 a.m. A caller from Clnrk
College complained about subjects talking outside the building. An officer spoke to the
individuals about the noise.
12:19 p .m. A caller from the
West Kentucky Exposition Center reported a female subject feU
from a horse. The caller advised
the subject was conscious and
breathing. Emergency Medical
Services were notified, and the
subject was transported to Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
3:32 p.m . A caller reported a
vehicle failed to yield to a
school bus from which students
were departing. omcers were
ad\•ised.
8:35p.m. A caller advised vehicles in the Wilson Hall parking
lot had been hit by paintballs.
The Murray Police Department
was notified .

Saturday, Nov. 1
7:40 a.m. A caller from
Immanuel Lutheran Church
ad\'ised the parking lot needed
to be cleaned, and he had con·
tacted the president of Lambda
Chi Alpha to clean the lot. The
lot was cleaned at 7:59 a.m.
8:09 a.m. A (railer from the

8:13 a.m. An officer assisted
other agencies with an accident
with injuries on Robertson
Road. Emergency Medical Services and the Kentucky State
Police also were on the scene.
11:21 a.m. A caller from the
Doyle Fine Arts Center requested a report be filed for a stolen
bicycle. The subject found his
bicycle on the opposite side of
the building.
12:02 p.m. A caller from the Roy
Stewart Stadium parking Jot
reported a subject driving a
truck through the lot looking
into vehicles' windows. An officer advised the truck was from
a repair service looking for a
damaged vehicle.
3:05 p.m. The residence director
for Hart College requested to
file a report of illegal substances
in a room . The call was referred
to the Housing Office, which is
handling the alcohol violation.
8:36p.m. A Racer Patrol office r

1:04 p .m. A caller from Regents
College reported a window
with broken glass a t the building's entrance. Central Plant
and Facilities Management
were notified.
10:26 a.m . A caller from White
college reported harassment
from a male subject outside her
room. The Housing Office was
notified, and a report was
taken.
11:39 p .m . A residence director
advised the fire hydrant cap
from the hydrant between
Springer and Hester Colleges
was on the ground next to the
hydrant. Facilities Management
and the Central Plant were notifi(>d.

12:12 a.m. A caller from
Franklin College reported
receiving harassing communications. A report was taken.
7:43 a.m . A caller from Regents
College advised a subject was
stuck in an elevator. The doors
to the elevator opened, and the
subject exited it. Facilities Man·
agement was notified.
1:16 p .m . An officer arrested
Brian H . McCree, freshman
from Marion, on a warrant, for
failure to pay fines, issu ed by
Fayette County.
10 p.m. A caller from H art College reported his vehicle had
been keyed in the parking lot. A
report was taken, and the incident is under in vestigation.
Racer Escorts: 5
M otorist Assists: 1

Polin• Beat is compiled by Vanessa
Childers, assistant news editor,
with mtlftrials prm'lided fly Public

Safety.
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Hair Designs

• Free Makeup and
Skin Cure Le.ssons
BEVERLY CALLOWAY • 753-6926
Bel Air C~enter • 908 S. 12th St. • Murray

Tuesday, Nov. 4

Wednesday, Nov. 5

Monday, Nov. 3

• Exclusive Line of
Cosmetic und Skm
Care Pro1luct&

GOlD MEDAlliON"

outside Franklin College reported a sticky syrup was on the call
box near the front door. Central
Plant was notified and advised
the call box would not be operating until Tuesday.

• Pcrson:tlized Ser\1Cc

Jeaturlng Hair eare Products bfl:

Pamper
IJOurse/f with a
Manicure or
Pedicure!

• Kno.,.,ledgcabl~
Beauty Consultants

mERLE

•}Vlatrix

•Redl<en
•Sebastian
•Paul }tllltchell
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UERNON'S PAWN SHOP
"CA$H IN A FLA$H"
Loa n s On A nything Of Value
0 SUNDAY • 8 • Ball Tournament

We Tote the Note Auto Sales

FREE POOU Noon-6 p.m. w/MSU I.D.
~=-"'Z

0 TUESDAY • 8 - Ball Tournament
0 WEDNESDAY • ladies' Night
FREE POOU for LOOies 6 p.m. - 12 a.m.
0 THURSDAY · 9 - Ball Tournament

FREE POOL 10 A.M.- 6 P.M.
with purchase of meal and MSU I.D.

25% Discount with MSU 1.0.
Highway 94 E. • Murray, KY • 759-9303

w~~

Cf!J;; wf1 r~~®~~@.t!.rs
f$@~®(}l
Special Good For:
Couples • Individuals
Siblings • Families

753 - 7

Peniq_ue's
(270) 767-0007

· - - - --- - - - - - ~

112 Mile East of Yamaha Shop

8 · W allets

._____$49
______ ..
(No Sitting Fee)

Call75.\-8809
For An Appomtment

Tab Care Of The Whole

lto;:;~~;;~;Pri<•.

007 S. 4th St. • Murray, KY 42071 • 753-8809
www.alli$onphotography.com

TRY OUR DAILY SPECIALTY DRINK!

71 3 S. 12 ST. MURRAY, KY 42071
Hours: 9:30a .m. - 7:30 .m.

2477 Rt. 94 E.
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HAPPY HOUR J -6 P.M.
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Indoor Or Ouldoor
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eA.mson P

Cars • Trucks • Guns • Knives • TVs • Coins
Car Stereos • Musical Equipment • Jewalrv
Stamps • Baseball cards • Antiques • VCRs
Home Stereos • Microwaves • Camcorders
Dorm Refrigerators • Miscellaneous

I-I ours
Mon. · Fri.
I0 - 5
So r11 n lu r
I0 - 3
----- -

(Formerly Hoffman •s Patio Shop)

-- ~

• Mexican Pottery & Iron
• SeasonallteJns
• Pewter & Glassware
• Bonze & Garden Decor

"HOME OF THE SPECIAL BEAN ROLLf"
~ unique Mexican Food • Dell sandwiches A
~ cajun Specials · salads • soups · BBQ 1/

Open Mon. • sat. 11 a.m. • Midnight
corner of 10th & Arcadia · 759· 8866
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Murray's 'wet' anniversary
Three years post-referendum, city welcomes more restaurants,
businesses than ever. Will Mayfield achieve similar success?
by Erin Richards
Editor in

Chi~f

Three years ago, diners could only enjoy
a glass of wine with their steak ut Tom's
Grille if they brought it with them.
This week. workers at the new Nick's
Family Sports Pub (set to open later thts
month), were assembling kitchen equipment, booths, pool tables and one of the
pub's crowning attractions: a shiny row of
20 silver beer taps emerging from the wall
behind the bar.
With a sports atmosphere geared toward
families. a menu boasting huge platters of
ribs. 30-inch piZ7.as, seafood entrees, halfto full-pound burgers, enough telev~sions to
see at least four from every seat, games and
a free throw cage. Nick's President Robert
LaGore thinks his restaurnnt will fill a great
niche in the community- a niche that could
not have been filled if Murra)l bad not
passed the liquor-by-the-drink. referendum
three years ago.
"National studies prove that to be successful in the sports-bar theme business,
you have to sell an alcoholic beverage,"
LaGore said. "We would not have come to a
market that didn' t allow people to have a
cockrail or a beer with their ribs.''
LaGore and Nick's Sports Pub's Operating Manager Jeff Harten arc already poised
to build their next restaurant within May-

field's city limits. The city of Mayfield
voted Tuesday in favor of the same liquorby-the·drink ordinance that Murray passed
in 2000. The referendum passed 1,727 to
1.630 by a 97-vote margin .
"We have the money in place to move
into Mayfield' if they go wet.'' Harlen said
earlier this week before the referendum
passed . "Mayfield is exactly the kind of
community we like to target because they
support family restauraim. and they' ve
always been enthusiastic about giving us
decorations an!ljerseys (from local teams)."
If Murray is any indicator of the restau·
rant, job and retail growth a small community can experience after going "wet," Mayfield may have a lot to look forward to.
Many residents opposed the passage of the
wet/dry referendum, but Murray city ofti·
cials and local law enforcement have strug·
gled to lind any negative outcomes of the
vote.

Mur ray experiences growth
Murray City Administmtor Don Eliao; said
going "wet'' has effected far more than just
the establishment of m!w restaurants in
town. Nine restaurants and Murray Golf
Course hold liquor licenses, and restaurants
such as Applebee's, the Keg and the Big
Apple Cafe have moved to Murray since the
ordinance passed. In addition, however.
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Elias said the city has welcomed more retail
growth and job opportunities.
"1 think they all feed off each other," Elias
said. "It brings more people to the community to shop and keeps them here - all you
have to do is go to a restaurant and look at
the licen<:e plates. It's keeping our residentc;
here in town ."
Elias said investors are more inclined to
look at Murray because of the city's growth.
"(The availability of alcohol) is an added
attraction to the community," he said. "It's
allowed us to go through weak economic
times and still have a fairly stable growth
pattern."
New stores and restaurants has also
resulted in more job opportunities. Elias
said the extra money from the state liquor
tax funds the addition of patrol officer positions to Murray's police force. Restaurant
worker positions also have been more plentiful - Hurlen is accepting applications from
dozen~ of residents.
"We'll be giving 75 new jobs to Murray,"
Harten ~aid. "There are probably 500 new
jobs that have been brought to this town
through alcohol."

Mayfield discusses future
Maytield City Planner Brad Rodgers predicted a similar economic boom would
occur in Mayfield. Without any large factories moving into the local economy, May·
field needs to have retail businesses and
restaurants to grow, he said.
"Restaurants that could sell liquor would
keep more residents in town, especia11y on
the weekends. and encourage them to spend
more money in Mayfield, Rodgers said.
Despite these projections, however, the
debate between Mayfield's wet and dry sup·
porters paralleled the same controversy that
divided Murray three years ago, said Graves

Matta Barna
News ,
Nick's Family Sports Pub, located behind Cracker Barrel, will soon offer 20 been on
tap. Nick's owners say they would not have come to Murray If the city were still dry.
County Court Clerk Barry Kennemore.
Murray residents still choose not to support ·
"Both sides were very separated," he said. restaurants that sell alcohol.
"But they've been very civil about it."
LaGore said these comments are the only
negative feedback he has received.
Crime rates remain low
"We've tried to keep Murray's concerns
in mind as we did this, but it's still a little.,
Some Mayfield religious groups believe hard to sell in the Bible Belt." LaGore said. •
alcohol will cause more alcohol-related "We've been told by some folks that they
crimes. New Life Baptist Church erected a won't patronize places that sell alcohol, and
display of wrecked automobiles and an that's too bad. We want a place where peo"Alcohol Kills Vote No" sign on its front ple can come in, get food. a few drinks, and
lawn.
be on their way."
•
Some religious sects in Murray made simThe Big Apple and Nick's target both the
ilar claims, but Murray's law enforcement family and over-21 market by designing
officials have seen little difference from designated sections into their floor plans.
before to after the referendum passed, said Neither restaurant displays neon beer signs
Assistant Chief of Murray Police Ken in their family areas, and Nick's even has
Cloud.
separate pool tables in the family section.
"Most restaurant owners seem to do a
"We've got the bar and dining room sep- '
good job of policing themselves," Cloud arated so we can cover all aspects of busisaid.
ness," said one of the Apple's co-owners.
Patrol Officer Keith Covey said besides a Skip Chambers. "It' s worked really well.
few extra arguments in parking lots l~te at We've had a great increase in business."
night, he has not seen a major increase in
Some Mayfield residents also may boyany alcohol-related criminal activity.
cott alcoholic establishments that will
"Even with alcohol here, I haven't invariably begin offering spirits in their city.
noticed much more crime and certainly not Rodgers, however. is optimistic
any more violent crimes," he said.
"It's an essential ingredient to a town's
Despite the encouraging statistics. some success," he said.

Ride to Class Day Pass
Tunn i ng & Storage Aer •lal

LAKEWAY PACKAGE STORE
Shop and Browse through the
Largest Selection of
~

IT

Wines and Spirits in this area~
1417 E. Wood St. (Lake Hwy)
Paris,TN 38242

I 0 % discount off tannN P8CkMes.
swllnv.tar and lotions with MSU 1.0 .

I New Purses & baJZs bY IMml!l

~
8 a.m.· 9 P..m.

81 2 Whitnell Drive
Murray, KY

A1. .. Sat.
8 a.m.· 8 p.m.

753-3333

Qosed ScJndiDI

41>

(Across from Hampton Inn)

(731) 642-9737
Directions from Murray: Take 641 S.,
turn left onto Wood Street and
continue until you see it on the right.
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In the Zone
BIBLICAL PRINCIPLES IN

THE

DISCOUNTS

WILICHT

Four·week Bible study ~ing
ep~odes of"The Twilight Zone"
to discuss Biblical principles.
Each week will feature adilferen
full-length episode foil~ by
discussion.

WHEN
Mon., Nov. 10 at 8 p.m.
Mon., Nov. 17 at 8p.m.
Mon., No~24 at 8 p.m.

WHERE
Hart Residential College
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Mon.- Fri.
9 a .m. - 6 p .m .
Saturday
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Weddings, Proms. Banquets,
Birthdays & Anniversaries

1-888-fOR MRJS

<Toll-Free Nationwide >

1-888-367-6757

www.mrjsladyjs.com

1-888-9l UXURY
1-888-958-9879
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153-3314

www.honvwood.com
SHOW YOUR MSU LD. ON MON. · THURS.
l GET IN fOR THE CHILD'S PRICl

RENT YOUR MOVIES AT THE MOVIES
2 JU.N TAI s 1 on S4.00

(270) 753-FOOD • (753-3663)

1 Month
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For Showtlmes. Call:

2667 St. Route 94 ·East
Murray, KY 42071

In front
of

MSU SPECIAL

1 008 Chestnut St.
1 008 Chestn u t S t .

304 Main St.
Murray
759-5000

9 a .m. - 5 p.m.

W a l-Mart

_MrMESTD&Dj

Unlimited Tan

...and lots ofit!

Wholesale Prices to the Public

$
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Sterling Bangles • Chokers
Slide Sets • Earrings • Charms
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Opinion

Opinion Editor: Taylor Ewing
Phone: 762-4168

.. In My
Opinion

~""

''The 'Rocky'
soundtrack, ' Eye
~: of the Tig~r. • I
am working
toward gradua~· tion, and that's
what it's all
about."
lr.
~I

.r.
,)'

• "'Can't Fight the
Moonlight'
~· because what will
~· be will be. You
~" can't change what
-A happens, so just
.... go with the flow."

•v'tnc.en-t: :

Advisers ease path
t() timely graduation

.'

"'Let's Get It On'
by Bany White. I
guess I find
• myself to be the
loving, caring
type."

Our View
ISSUE:

U NIVERSITY
POLICY STIPULATES
FRESHMEN AND
SOPHOMORES
MUST CONSULT
THEIR ADVISERS
BEFORE
REGISTERING FOR
CLASSES. '

-.

Ed Marlowe

.

freshman. Cadiz

''My life theme "
song is 'Scarbor- ·
ough Fair' by
Simon &
Garfunkel. I Jove
the variety, how
'· it's really two
songs that
overlap."
••
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POSITION:
T HIS POLICY IS A

Sandra Reason
freshman, Desoto, Tell8s

Paul Baker/ The News
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GOOD IDEA
BECAUSE IT
ENSURES
STUDENTS WILL
TAKE CLASSES
NECESSARY FOR
GRADUATION
FROM THE
BEGINNING OF
THEIR CAREERS AT
MURRAY STATE.
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"The Murray State News" strives to be the
University community's source for informa•tion.
Our goal is to present that informaiJon tn
a fair and unbiased manner and also provide a free and open forum for express1on
and debate.
"The Murray State News" offers a hands·
on learning environment for those students
Interested tn journalism or other fields relatIng to the production of a newspaper.
The campus press should be free from
censorShip and advance approval of copy:
and, its ed•tors should be free to develop
their own edttorial and news polic1es.
•The Murray State News· is prepared and
edited by students and is an offtcial publica·
tion of Murray State University. The first
copy of "The Murray State News· is free.
Additional copies are available for 25 cents
at 111 Wilson Hall.
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Staff members
rise early to see
President Bush

If you life had a theme
song, what would it be?
Why?

:'I

The Murray State News

The staff editorial is the 11Uljority opinion of the editorial board of "The Murray State News.'' The editorial
board is composed of all section editors.
Starting last semester, University policy requires
freshmen and sophomores to consult their advisers
before registering for classes.
While this may seem overbearing for young adults
who should be able to make decisions concerning their
own education, it is also important for students to
maintain communication with advisers to ensure they
are on the right track to graduation and are making the
right decisions regarding what cou~s to take.
Too many students find themselves short on credits
necessary after it is too late to remedy the situation.
If all students were required to meet with their advisers every semester, or even every year, it would save
those students from having to stay an additional
semester for only one or .two classes.
MAP teports can be difficult to read, and catalogs
may not include all of the courses required for graduation. Therefore. the only way student'\ can be sure they
are taking all required c,ourses is to consult their advisers.
This is especially important for students who have
changed their major or minor, are double majoring or
will receive a specialized diploma, such as when graduating with honors.
However. with more emphasis placed on students
consulting advisers, it is important that faculty members are well-trained in reading and understanding
MAP reports. After all, the service is useless if an
adviser overlooks a class in a complicated MAP report
and a student falls short of graduation requirements.
Students should remember that having an adviser is
a' service for which their tuition dollars are paying.
There is no sense in forfeiting this right, especially
considering the information provided by advisers can
save both time and money by helping these students
graduate earlier.
Aside from meetings with advisers, another method
which would simplify the registration process is online
registration. This is a service offered by a number of
universities, and we can see no reason why it is not yet
available at Murray State.
After all, the University already offers a number of
services online, such as online voting and creating
schedules through the University Web site. Therefore,
it seems the next logical step would be the option of
online registration.
Such a service would allow students to sign up for
classes after the designated registration period as well
as save them the irritation of listening to an automated
voice read off each cla-;s registration number.
Although the above-suggested changes are minor.
we believe they would make Murray State's registration process more effective and convenient. Students
would be able to register for the right classes after fitting them into an online schedule with the click of a
button.

From
the
first
announcement
of
George W. Bush's visit
to Paducah at the newspaper meeting Sunday
night, many of us were
vying for the opportunity to cover the event.
My anticipation built
up all week as I thought
about
going
and
reached its peak Thursday when the final decision wa" made on who
would go. Vanessa
Childers, Erin Gilles,
~-:~~~ Adam Mathis and I
MELISSA
were chosen to attend.
We met in FanningKILCOYNE
ton at 4:22 a.m., it was
obvious everyone could have used a few
extra hours of sleep. While riding to Paducah, I lhought about any and every possible
problem that could occur: What if my voice
recorder broke'! What if lhe acoustics were
poor in the hangar'l I could see myself being
told my press credentials did not come
through and waiting in the car while everyone else went to see the pre~ident. Fortunately nothing like that happened.
At 5:02a.m., an hour earlier than neces·
sary, we arrived at the airport and exited lhe
car. Unfortunately, a security guard told us
we were at Barkley Regional Airport, but
not the tenninal the president would visit.
We got back in the car, a little disgruntled,
and continued our search.
At 5:30 a.m. I got out of the car. along
with Erin, to ask where we were supposed
to be. We were m the correct place, finally,
but would have to wait 30 minutes until airport security arrived. The only thing going
through my mind was I could have had an
extra 30 minutes of sleep, which, at the
time, seemed like a huge amount.
Just after 6 a.m., security finally opened
the gate, and we could enter the hangar.
Since T was there as a reporter, there was
nothing for me to ~et up, and so I waited
again. However. several event staff members approached me and were very helpful.
After Erin and Adam set up their camera
equipment, we left the hangar and walked
back to the car. At 6:40a.m., we decided to
leave and grab a quick breakfast since
members of the media could not reenter the
hangar for another three hours. We returned
to the church parking lot at 7:45 a.m. and
waited until we could receive our White
House media credentials.
Shortly after 9 a.m.. we walked toward
the hangar and were stopped by security. I
showed my press pass, and they que:-;tioned
its credibility. saying. "I've never seen one
like this." My heart sunk a.~ a million
thoughts raced through my mind, and I
feared lhey would not allow me to pass.
Fortunately, they let us pao;s, and we were
our way to receive official media credentials.
As I neared the hangar. I saw an extremely long line of people waiting to pass
through security. This wao; the general public line, but thankfully, my line was farther
down and much shorter, with approximately I 5 people standing with cameras and
notebooks in hand. The media wa' waiting
and ready to report.
After u 20-minute wait, I rc.ceived my
credentials. Proceeding through the gate, I
was escorted to the cmwdcd hangar where
the pre:.ident would be standing in a few
short hours. People .;curried around to lind
their place among the ma.o;ses. The first few
rows tilled quickly with those sporting proRepublican buttons and stickers. Many children' waved red, white and blue streamer!>
and seemed eager to meet the president.
At9:50 a.m., Vanessa and I were esconed to our media "cage" and asked arf'official
where the b:uhrooms were loc.tted. We
were escorted. once again, tu the portable
toilets by the event staff. who were supervised by the Secret Service. Talk about light
security. Indirectly, the Secret Servace knew
when I went to the bathroom.
While waiting for the speakers to begin, I
looked around and saw a variety of displays
of patriotbm und Republican support

throughout the hangar. I noticed many energetic children were chasing each other
around the empty area, which filled up more
as time drew closer to the president's
arrival. I noticed two children playing a
game of tic-tac·toe while many elderly people visited with old friends and veterans discus~ed JXllitics.
The Heuth High School Band opened the
festivities at I I a.m. by pbying "America
the Beautiful" and continued playing various songs throughout the long day. I was
amazed by the respect given by the crowd
throughout the long wait.
At II :20 a.m .. the first speaker walked to
the microphone and prepared to give an
announcement. As the crowd hushed, I prepared for un announcement on where the
president was and grew anxious. The speaker announced a little girl had lost her parents, and members of the audience searched
around, locating their children. I calmed
down once again. realizing no announcement would be made on the president or
s~akers to come.
At I I :25 a.m .• Darryl Worley took the
stage with widespread applause as he started singing ''I Will Hold My Ground." He
abo sang his No. I hit "Have You Forgotten?"
Various politicians took the stage to
speak briefly of their platfonns and many
gave support to Ernie Fletcher's campaign.
Speakers received limited attention as the
crowd would often lean to look outside and
search the skies for Air Force One. Several
jokes were made about the democratic pany
in speeches, and I viewed them as being
very mbplaced. When a political party b
trying to solicit votes from the public just
three days before election, I would think
they would take extra care in trying not to
alienate any voters and by encouraging
democrat'> and republicans alike to come
out and support their candidate. Instead
Sen. Mitch McConnell decided to joke
about Sen. Hillary Clinton's new book. He
told of A&E wanting to make a movie with
Sharon Stone playing Hi liar~ and Bill Clinton volunteering for a cameo in the film.
At 12:24 p.m., lhe entire crowd' s attention turned out5ide as a plane noise grew
louder, and I saw Air Force One touch
down . Mao;sive cheers rewunded through
the audience, and Worley ~ang the national
anthem. At 12:36 p.mJ. the White House
Press Corps walked in, focused on where
they needed to be, and most were preoccupied with conversations on cell phones. A
few moments later, I heard an event staff
member mention something about water for
the media, but relief never cume.
Steve Pence and Ernie Fletcher appeared
first, but in the middle of announcing
Fletcher, Bush wa" spotted and cheered. 1
was no longer tired when I :.aw the chief
executive officer of the United States. Parents hoisted their children onto their shoulders to catch a glimpse of the president. He
thanked everyone several times for their
support und began speaking. I stood ~n a
step in the "cage" and wished I were taUer
so I could have a clear view.
After finishing his endorsement of every
Republican candidate there, Bush commented casually on a few other topics and
concluded by removing his jacket and making his way into the audience to ''meet and
greet" the people. He lcfa uftcr ubout one
hour, and many audience members da!>hed
outside to catch a glimpse of Air Force One
in takeoff, and the excitement dissolved as
the plane left.
Throughout my day of politics I experienced many things and interacted with a
variety of people. The majority were dearly Republicans, and all displayed a great
deal of American pride in their red, white
and blue ouire. I also interacted with various media representatives and learned the
ins and outs of the media box. My experience, though laced with a negative here and
there, was overall positive, and I definitely
had the chtm~·e to cover a once-in· a· lifetime
story. My day, which began at 3 in the
morning, will not be :-oon forgollen .

Meli.rsa Kilcoyne is the new.r editor for
"71te Murray State News."
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Students should show respect
for parishioners' parking lot
To the editor:
The events that led to the parking pr0blem and "The News" story Melissa Kil·
coyne wrote (Oct. 24 edition) resulted from
too many users of the church parking lot on
weekends with no respect for our property,
especially on Sunday when parking spaces
are intended for church attendee:-.

For the last several weeks. notes had been
placed on vehicles. Those that use the park·
ing lot during the week do show respect
with only a few leaving empty bottles in the
parking lot.
As former council president during ahe
early 1990!>, I can confirm that the weekend
use of the pArking lot too often result<; in a
great deall,f debris including beer and soda
cans.
Also, there was a two-year period of
church break-ins with the use of telephones
and bathrooms.

Immanuel's relationship with Murray
State Univcr~ity und our neighboring fraternity over many years has been excellent.
We all have benefited from the parking lot
and with e:xpressed concern have responded
to problems.
It is the students' responsibility to ''stop
and think," "to show re~pect for others" and
to resist the disease called "1MEOPIA" (I or
me first and only).

Write to us

Einar R. Jen~trom
Immanuel Church member
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llilf~l~lli1J.l'l,llC)J..'s
TICKETPRO 3000

• Unlike conventional park.ing'lickets. the tickets
in the TICKETPRO '' launcher" actually shoot
out and attach to passing car windshield wipers.
Maximum range: 35 yards

Christmas Wish List

*'
lmmonat 110u.\ ln cnu~b.a.na• [01 .. ....,
4oltan and a dlacoun\ on tu\Uol>. 'lD
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addition l w;\\ rcc\evc al no ex~ """'"o
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buyer
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• Thanks the TJCKBTPRO 's
patented technology, Racer
Patrol wiJI no longer have to wait
for you to park to ticket you!
"Think of the time I'd save!~ says Officer #335.
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it would be
to have the
contracts renegotiated !

Adventure books scar children
In My
Opinion

jOHN
GIBSON
"

TRUE, THESE
BOOKS TRIED
TO TEACH US

TO MAKE THE
RIGHT
DECISIONS, BUT
WHAT
HAPPENED
WHEN YOU
MADE THE
WRONG
DECISION?
ANYONE
REMEMBER? I'LL
TELL YOU:

You

DIED A
HORRIBLE
DEATH!"

Howdy. folks. I'm back.
Some ol you are probably shaking
your head at th1s statement, us you
have no due as to who I am or who
said folks are or why I am .. back."
The rest of you are probably wondering. well. the same thing. "Who
the hell arc you, and what are you
blabbing on about?" you ask. "Why
are you making me read this gibberish
when I should be eating a delicious
Totino's Party Pin - ohh ..."
Yes. hopefully that light bulb has
turned on in your head and has not
exploded Yes. the lovable. ~lf-dep
recatmg ladies' man known as John
Gibson has returned to 'The Murray
State News." if only tor a little while
(and sans the ladies' man part). Think
of me as Optimus Prime in that one
episode of "Transformers" that followed the movie, when he returned
from the grave just for one episode
before dying again. It was a huge
tease for Prime fans. just like this is a
huge tease for all of my fans (sorry
fur both of you guys).
What is it that I wish to rant on
about today'l
How many of you remember those
books in the library, maybe around
your later elementary school days or
possibly junior high days, that
belonged to a series called ·'Choose
Your Own Adventure"? Several dif.
ferent kinds were published and several different series. but they all were
basically the same type of book.
In case you were too busy pounding
the krunk out of me and my nerdy
kindred to have read these books, I'll
give you the bnsic rundown. Some
average Joe Schmoe kid somehow
finds himself in an extraordinary situation, whether it be an undersea
adventure or in outer space or fighting
orr an army of mythical monsters.
Every few pages, you, the reader,
must determine the fate of this poor
child. You are given two possible
choices. each corresponding to a page

•

number. Depending on what you
choose. the character may or may not
be favored by the potentially cruel
hand of fate (i.e. the writer of the
book).
An option might be to either open a
door or bypass the door and walk
down a hallway. If you choose to
open the door, you could either A)
survive or B) be gruesomely killed by
a giant spider.
Sometimes the decisions were as
simple and seemingly insignificant as
stopping to smell a flower. Still, you
had two choices, and one was going
to be the wrong one.
So, why write about this'! Well, a
friend and I were talking about these
books today. and it caused me to think
about how these books can be seen in
both a positive and negative light.
On a positive note, these books, in a
way. taught us that we really can
make our own adventure in life. We
can make choices that positively
influence not only ourselves in the
book of life, but those around us. If
we make the. right decisions. open the
right doors and choose the right paths.
then things will work out OK. and
that the "The End" written when our
lives cease will not be a sad one.
But the negative part ... jeez. it's a
doozy. True, these books tried to
teach us to make the right decisions,
but what happened when you made
the wrong decision'! Anyone remember? I'll tell you: You died a horrible
death!
Sometimes it was immediate. Other
times, it took three pages for you to
finally meet your demise. Either way.
you were taught that if you make the
wrong decision in the adventure. no
matter how much you had been led to
believe that it was the right decision
by the crafty, omnipotent writer, you
were screwed.
Because of this. I wonder how
many children grew up in constant
fear of having to make decisions, no
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matter how great or small. I could
imagine some small child thinking,
"Should I wear these clothes to school
or not? There might be a black widow
spider in them! What am r going to
do? Oh my god ... I'm so scared J just
peed my pants!"
Okay, so maybe that was actually
what I was thinking - this morning.
The fact remains. though, that there
had to be serious emotional trauma
experienced by these kids after years
of reading these books. after years of
trusting their fates to the tum of a
page.
'
I myself kinda cheated with these
books. I either read both possible outcomes. choosing the one that would
lead to the least amount of pain and
the maximum amount of happiness.
or I maoe a decision. If it led to my
death. I JUSt pretended God had given
me a second chance to go back and
change things. I usually averaged
about 15 second chances per book.
Ever get pissed with your friends
because they can never seem to rnake
up their minds ubout where •to· ear?
1'hey may say it's because they don't
know what they feel like eating. or
that they just don ' t care. The truth of
the matter is. they do know where
they wam to eat. They just don't want
to be the one who has to make the
decision. One choice is going to lead
to a pleasant dining experience where
you are surrounded by beautiful
women throwing $100 bills at you.
and the other choice is going to put
you in a pine box 6 feet under. probably as a result of some giant spider
attacking you while you eat, no doubt.
I'll give you three guesses as to
what causes this indecbiveness. but
you are only going to need one. Hopefully you'll make the right choice.

John Gibson is afvrmer columnist for
"The Murray Stale News. "
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Boring class
nearly drives
student to jump
James Tyson, freshman from Cadiz, was so bored
in his Civ 101 class on Tuesday afternoon, he
almost jumped out of the window.
"I just wanted to make a break for it, man,'' he
said. "My professor was rambling on and on about
the Mongol civilization, and all I wanted to do was
get out of there."
Although the second-story window wouldn't have
been much of a fall for Tyson, he decided the jump
was just too risky. He said he did not want to run the
risk of injury if he did not land on his feet.
"I mean, if I would have fallen wrong, I could
have broken my ankle or even suffered head trauma,'' he said. "I just wasn't willing to take that kind
of risk."
Tyson said he is a key member of his Residential
College football team, and he would have hurt bis
squad's season if he had suffered an injury.
"I just had to take one for the team," he said.
''Even a second-story jump, which would usually be
no problem, might hurt me enough that I couldn't
play next week."
Tyson said the other reason he didn't jump was
because he did not want to "freak out" a girl in his
class. Tyson identified the girl only as "the redhead
with the L.L. Bean backpack."
"I was thinking about making a break for it when I saw her glancing
my way,'' he said. "What if she thought I was a total feeb for jumping
out the window? Even if I yelled like that guy in 'Braveheart,' she still
might never talk to me again."
Tyson later retracted his use of the word "again" by saying the girl had
not actually spoken to him in the fin;t place, except to ask if be had an
extra blue book for the midterm exam.
"I've been trying all semester to work up the courage to talk to her, but
all the things I want to say just kind of sound lame;· he said. "How much
lamer would it be if I jumped out the window screaming about making a
break for it and then came back to class on Thursday and asked her out?"
Tyson said the glory of the jump and sending a message to th'e professor about the level of boredom he bad reached just wouldn't make up for
the risk of injury and the humiliation.
"Besides. what if the professor got mad and failed me?" he said. "Then
my parents would kill me. After aJJ, I've got my future to think about."
A final problem Tyson faced was where to go after he had made the
spectacular launch.
"lf 1 would have planned it better, I could have had one of my buddies
outside waiting in a car. and then we could have done a freedom ride,''
he said.
Although Tyson did not exactly know where the freedom ride would
have taken him. he aid have a few plans.
"Maybe I could g() to Florida aiid open a stutia-diving s~9p," he said.
"Or go to Key West and Jive kind of like Jimmy Buffet, singing my
songs and drinking margaritas with the senoritas."
.,
Although Tyson is underage, he said he would worry about getting the
margaritas once he established himself in Key West.
"Man, I would just be free, not worrying about anything, if I had made
some plans." he said. .
Although Tyson chose not to make a jump, he could have chosen a
more traditional route, such as going out the door. to make his complaint
heard.
"I thought about just walking out, but going out the door just makes it
look like I have a doctor's appointment or have to go to the bathroom,"
Tyson said. "Going out the window makes a statement, if I would have
decided to do it.''
Tyson said although he chose not to jump out the window this time,
perhaps he would just do more than think about it nex.t time.
"Man. if that prof pushes my boredom button any more, J think I'm
seriously going to consider jumping," Tyson said. ''I'll just make a break
for it. and leave Red behind. I'm a wild man."

I

Melissa Stoneberger is a faux-news columnist for "The Murray State

News."
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Student experiences life as foreigner in France
Ewuy seme.~ter, dozens of Murrav State
students leave tht•ir families, friends and
routines bt~hind to experirnce life in another country. Eucll weeJ.., Going Global
chmnich~.\ the experience of one Murray
Swte studem studying abroad.
E a c lz
day in France is a delightful new journey.
A~ a foreigner, I never know what will
come next. The people I rncet, the places I
visit. the things I lc:am ... all beckon me to
step out of my box and peer through new
eyes at the alway~ different. sometimes
bi1.mre. usually exciting customs of the
world ouhide.
At fir~t. this was quite'U scary realizatiun
-to know that I could not even buy a sandwich without rehearsing the conversation
in my head and would be perplexed and
exhausted from trymg to converse and
under.-.tand in a language not my own.
I call this class "life." No matter how
muctl time I spend in the classroom thb
semester studying French grammar,
vocabulary and conjugation. my greatest
education " Cln the ~treet, in the ~hops. on
the train ... wherever I may li:.tcn to people. regarding them with an open mind and
a ponJering hean.

new ways to communicate. It
These two tools are some of the
most necessary for this class called
takes all my concentration to
"life." for around every comer is
listen and speak using every
something new and unexpected.
mode of description and body
I often wonder if it is possible to
language.
enter another culture not my own
Yet, you can imagine my
with completely open eyes, or if,
delight as the process gets
on the contrary. my interpretation
easier and faster. Already, I
and view is too shadowed by my
am able to express certain
thoughts better in French than
own hentage and traditions.
in English. I adore its lyrical
Perhaps it is the linking of the~e
and theatrical aspects. It is a
two sepamte cultural views that
serious language applied with
sets my view in the proper permuch gaiety.
spective. Just as two very different
people can come together and
I wish that I could paint a
distinct picture of everything
learn from the other. so can two
very different countries separated
I see. hear, taste, feel and
by language. hi~tory. tradition and
smell here in France. It would
burst with color. scream indigeography benefit from a better
Saint Paul/guest vidualism, whisper fairy tales
understanding of the other.
However it may be, I am con- Fresh honey, oil and fruit is sold at a dally market next to the and be wrapped in beauty.
stantly aware of my own growth University JIJi Snowden attends in Ah-en-Provcnce, France.
History surrounds me
and maturity. Forced to lose my
everywhere. I find it amazing
pride and to forget my fears. I am
that I live in a city that was
streets of France.
becoming rnore courageous and confident
While living in France. I am {h~;covering once home to artists, kings and other great
in asking questions and even making mis- a different side of myself. To speak a dif- persons who have left their memories in
takes. Sometimes it takes getting lost a few ferent language is to think a different way. the ancient architecture. fountains. streets
times before learning how to get horne. As my knowledge of the French language and mountains.
I have climbed Mont Sainte-Yictoire,
I' ve learned that several time~ on the is still quite limited, I am forced to seek

which was made famous in the paintings of
Cezanne. I have entered buildings once
visited by kings. Most importantly, I have
opened a door that joins two cultures and
asks one question: Am I willing to admit
that I don't know all, to open my heart and
to seek to understand?
There is still so much to do and so much
to team as the semester has just begun. I
would hope that anyone reading this article
will honestly consider studying abroad.
Therese Saint Paul and Janice Morgan.
two wonderful professors in the modem
languages department at Murray State,
have greatly aided, encouraged and pre·
pared me for this study in France.
I encourage any student interested to talk
with them. One never knows what life outside our own little world is until a step is
taken to remove all blinders and to open
the windows to a clearer view.
I know that I will be opening my windows today, and I will sit in the windowsill
and ponder all things.
J~an11ie

"JUi" Snowden is a senior music
major and French minor from Big Sandy,
Tenn .
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Families file lawsuit over nuclear
waste removal plan in Paducah

Voters increase minimum Voyager 1 may near edge
wage to meet cost of living of our solar system

Sri Lankan president
d~lares emergency

PADUCAH (AP)- Three families have filed
suit claiming an agreement between the state
and the U.S. Department of Energy to clean up
waste at a nuclear plant are unconstitutional.
The suit, filed in Franklin Circuit Court, asks
a judge to set aside two orders the Kentucky
Natural Resources Cabinet and the Energy
Department agreed on to resolve hazardouswaste violations at the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant.
The Oct. 2 orders call for the federal government tO pay a $1 million fine to resolve state
citations for illegal disposal and storage of the
waste.
Tom FitzGerald, an attorney for the plaintiffs, said part of the problem is that the agreement makes the state responsible for proving
the federal agency is the source of groundwater pollutants, rather than in the past when the
government acknowledged it wa.; the source.
State and federal officials said they had not
seen the suit and had no comment on it.

SAN FRANCISCO (AP) - Voters in one of the nation's most
expensive cities decided overwhelmingly .that employers
should have to pay their workers
a minimum wage that mirrors
the cost of living.
Proposition L, which imposes
an $8.50-per-hour minimum
wage on virtually all employers
in the city, passed with 60 percent of the vote Tuesday.
California's hourly minimum
wage is $6.75, and the minimum
required... under federal law is
$5.15, far below the federal
poverty level for a full-time minimum wage earner with a family.
The vote mnkes San Francisco
the third city in the nation to set
its own higher wage threshold,
and supporters now hope to
build momentum for similar
measures in other U.S. cities. One
such effort, in Madison, Wis.,
may appear on a ballot in March.

COLOMBO, Sri Lanka
(AP) - Sri Lanka's president
declared a state of emergency Wednesday, deepening the country's political
crisis as her political rival
was set to meet with President Bush in Washington.
President
Chandrika
Kumaratunga further asserted her power across this
troubled island nation, but
officials insisted she would
not restart a bloody 20-year
civil war and would honor a
shaky cease-fire with Tamil
Tiger rebels.
The crisis began Tuesday
when Kumaratunga - who
accuses Prime Minister Rani!
Wickremesinghe of being
soft on the rebels - fired
three top ministers, suspended Parliament and deployed
troops around the capital.
The emergency order was
certain to infuriate the Tiger
rebels, who have fought a
two-decade war for independence for the country's Tamil
people, but have held to a
cease-fire with the government for more than 18
months.

LEXINGTON (AP) -Officials with the University of Kentucky's Chandler Medical Center have settled a malpractice lawsuit that
was filed in 1999.
Charlette Thompson, a former nurse at
King's Daughters' Hospital in Frankfort,
alleged that Byron T. Young - the former
chief of neurosurgery - had failed to act
swiftly to stop swelling that impinged on the
optic nerves after she had surgery in 1998 for
a pituitary tumor.
According to Thompson's witnesses,
Young should have immediately operated
again on Thompson to stop the pressure on
the nerves in an area where they cross,
known as the optic chiasm, but he waited two
days. By then, the damage to Thompson's
vision was irreversible, according to court
records.
:Young replied that he had not deviated
from the accepted standards of medical care
and that he had taken appropriate action.
Thompson had asked for $8.7 million to
cover lost wages, medical expenses, pain and
suffering and other damages.
Both sides agreed not to disclose terms of
Monday's settlement.
UK officials :;aid the case was settled satisfactorily and that all of the claims, which
Young and the hospital had contested, had
been dismissed .

Lyn Ryan, Nurse Recruiter
lryan@murrayhospital.org
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The Voyager 1 spacecraft, the
most distant human-made
object, has reached the end - or
perhaps just the beginning of the
end - of our solar system, scientists argue in two new studies.
As of Wednesday, 26 years
after its launch, NASA's Voyager
1 was 8.4 billion miles from the
sun. That is 90 times the distance
separating the Earth from our
star.
As the robotic spacecraft continues to push far beyond the
reach of the nine planets, two
teams of scientists disagree
whether it passed into the
uncharted region of space where
the sun's sphere of influence
begins to wane.
Beyond the bubble's evershifting boundary, called the termination shock, lies a region
where particles cast off by dying
stars begin to hold sway.

New field hospital could
Immigrant smugglers kill . enter production soon
four people, wound five
OAK RIDGE, Tenn. (AP) - A
CASAGRANDE, Ariz. (AP)A highway chase turned deadly
when immigrant smugglers
opened fire at a rival group,
killing four people and wounding five, authorities said.
Four suspects were arrested
in the desert Tuesday, following the deadly chase.
Smugglers in a van chased
down a pickup and sport utility
vehicle carrying other smugglers and illegal immigrants,
said Pinal County Sheriff Roger
Vanderpool.
" This was clearly a retaliation to send a message," Vanderpool said. One group had
taken the other group's smuggled immigrants earlier, he
said.
,..
Passengers in the pickup and
SUV did not return fire, Vanderpool said. The driver and
three men traveling in the pickup were killed. Three other
people were injured.
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Officials seHie malpractice suit
between UK medical center, patient

The Murray State News

prototype of a new battlefield
hospital arrived in a big, drabgreen box and within minutes
unfolded into a full, two-table
operating room.
The U.S. Anny calls the $10
million project the "Future
Medical Shelter System.'' It is
designed to replace a patchwork of facilities that have
been in the field almost 20
years.
William Howell, deputy
commander of acquisition for
the U.S.
Army Medical
Research and Material Comrrtand based at Fort Detrick,
Md., said the new surgical unit
could be in production in
another year or two.
The portable hospital, weighing just 15,000 pounds fully
loaded, "can literally, go frOil)
the back of a truck to 'ready to
receive patients' in about 30
minutes" Y-12 Project Manager
Duane Bias said.
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No casualties in strike
on U.S. barracks

AP Photo/Eranga Jayawardena

Sri Lankan army soldiers stand guard as two employees
walk out from the main gate of the government press
building in Colombo, Sri Lanka, on Tuesday, Nov. 4, 2003.
Sri Lanka's go,·ernment was plunged into crisis and its
peace process dealt a severe blow when the president fired
the defense minister. interior minister and media minister, wbo have been working to coax Tamil rebels back into
talks to end 20 yean; c:ivil war.
uation has deteriorated since
CXtober.
Spain, a close U.S. ally,
withdrew many of its diplomatic staff on Wednesday
because of escalating violence.

BAGHDAD, Iraq (AP)
U.S. forces in the northern
city of Mosul came under BrHish officials refuse
attack Wednesday as insurgents fired rocket-propelled to relinquish veto
grenades at a mjlitary comLONDON (AP) - Prime
pound and a bomb exploded Minister Tony Blair said
near a military convoy.
Wednesdny that Britain
No casualties were report- would not give up it~ veto
ed in the barracks incident, on taxation, defense and
the U.S. military said. Two foreign policy in the Eurolraqi teenagers were slightly pean Union's new constituinjured in the downtown tion.
explosion near Mosul's city
Blair agnin rejecteJ oppohall, wih1esses said.
sition demands for a refer'Mosu~ lraq1s 'ffiirB~Ilifg~t ' 1eni.:fum on the eonstitutfon,.
city, h~d been ' relatively which aims to s treamline
quiet iA the past several decision making when the
months, but the security sit- takes on 10 new members

in May. He ~aid the constitution, currently under
negotiation, would not fundamentally alter Britain's
relationship ~ith the bloc.
Blair said that he agreed
with Treasury chief Gordon
Brown, who has said he
wants the constitution to
explicitly rule out measures
to harmonize the tax system among member countries or introduce a federal
tax policy.
The draft constitution
foresees an EU president, a
foreign minister, a structured defense policy and
provisions th make it more
difficult to wield vetoes
that cause bureaucratic
~rfdlod<.

Nl'ws in Britf is compiled by
Adam L. Mathis, onlhre editor.

'
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Agriculture club prepares for cattle sale
by Ellzabeth cawein
Staff Writer

---

--

---

Sanit Sopitgirapast/The News

This weekend, months of planning will
come to an end as the Block and Bridle
Club presents its annual cattle sale at the
West University Farm on Saturday afternoon.
While the average student might not be
familiar with Block and Bridle, its members, students in the School of Agriculture,
consider it a way of life.
"It's something I've grown up with my
whole life, and I think that's true for most
of the people in the club," said Cassie
Driskill, senior from Fredonia and the
club's secret¥>'.
The club was established at Murray
State in 1994.
Block and Bridle President Dee Brasher,
junior from Smithland, said she joined
because of the learning experiences and
opportunities to work with animals, as
well as the social aspects of the organiza-

University Police: Safety tip of the week

Drivers' aggressive reactions
result in hazardous roadways
tions:
•It someone Is driving badly on the
road, don't get involved.
•Never obstruct drivers who wish
to overtake. Speeding up or driving
unpredictably while someone is
overtaking Is dangerous.
•If you feel angry at another driver's behavior, pull over and calm
down.
Sanit Sopitgirapast/The News
•If a vehicle pulls out into your
path at a junction, slow down and
Staff Report
hold back to allow It to get clear.
Stress In American society has Don't overreact by driving up too
created situations in which drivers close.
react in aggressive and often vio- •When driving, be patient.
lent ways. Public Safety Captain IIAbove all, obey traffic laws and
Larry Nixon said road rage annual- avoid personal confrontations
ly leads to traffic accidents, which could lead to assault, serious
injury or death.
assaults and deaths.
Nixon said aggressive drivers •Remember the repercussions
range from successful business from aggressive driving can be lifepeople, professionals and college long.
•An average of 1,500 men, women
students.
There are many ways to avoid and children are Injured or killed
aggressive driving accidents, Nixon each year in the United States
said, and the following are sugges- because of aggressive driving.

tion.
"The purpose of the club is to promote
animal science and animal well-being and
to educate students with lots of hands-on
experience," Brasher said.
The club meets each Monday and participates throughout the year in activities
such as Youth Agriculture Days in Murray, as weU as helping with judging clinics
and livestock shows.
"Anytime any local organization does a
livestock show, they might call us and ask
for our help," Brasher said.
Amanda Bridges, senior from Mayfield
and the club's secretary, noted two other
major c lub events.
"In the fall we have Racer Roundup, in
which we get different high schools in the
area to come to campus, and we do leadership-building events, and we have a cookout," Bridges said. "In September, we have
Agriculture Diversification and Development Field Day, where we set up a petting
zoo with lots of different animals, and stu-

dents from schools around the area, ele- the next year's sale. The money each bull
mentary through high school , come out."
or heifer brings in is kept by its owner.
Brasher said the greatest commitment of
Bridges and Brasher agreed that Murray
Block and Bridle members throughout State' s Block and Bridle. a chapter of the
each year is the planning and presentation national Block and Bridle organization.
of the upcoming fall cattle sale.
has bc:en a significant part of their college
"We started planning for the catrle sale experiences.
last spring semester,'' Brasher said.
"I've developed a lot of leadership skills
"There' s quite a bit of commitment and through Block and Bridle. learned n lot
planning involved on the part of the entire ·about I i vestock and gorten a lot of person- '
club."
at one· on-one contact with the advisers."
The sale will begin at 1 p.m. Saturday Bridges said. ··or. Jim Davis and O.L.
and last untiJ approximately 3 or 4 p.m.
Roberto;on, both of those men would do
"We contact different confiners in the anything to help me out whether my truck
had broken down or I couldn't decide
area to sell,'' Bridges said.
Many of the bulls and heifers available where to go to graduate school."
at the o;ale belong to friends of the UniverBrasher said the club has expanded her
sity and the club as well as club members' horizons.
parents.
"It has provided many outlets and
A confinement fee of $50 is charged for hands-on experiences, lots of leadership
the first bull, and each additional bull costs experience," Brasher said. " It has expand$25 . A flat fee of $15 is charged for each ed my leadership skills and really opened
heifer. Block and Bridle uses the money to my eyes to how much hard work goes into
fund the promotion and advertisement for the agriculture business."

U.N. official discusses environment
Increased population, resource
shortages harm environment
by Karri Freeman
Contributing Writer

On Nov. 4, Werner Fomos, the United
Nations Population Laureate for 2003, lectured on "Gaining People, Losing Ground"
at Freed Curd Auditorium.
Fomos, president of the Washingtonbased Population Institute since 1982, discussed the impact on global population
pressures on both industrialized and stilldeveloping countries as well as their effect
on the environment.
'"The world's population is 6.3 billion,"
Fomos said...We've brought down the
death rate, but we haven't done a good job
bringing down the fertility rate."
Fomos said as global population tends to
become a problem, the environment also is
affected.
According to Fomos, the world's forests
are declining, topsoil is eroding, deserts are
expanding, and the planet has resource
shortages which are affecting the global
population.
"In the last 10 years, 600,000 square
miles of forest were cut down. That's 14

times the size of Kentucky," Fomos•said.
''Seventy percent of developing-world
families. the poorest families in the world,
are depending upon wood as their sole
source of fuel, so if you add another 80
million people to the population of the
world every year. you can see how the
environment is under siege."
Fomos said urbanization. marginal farm·
ing and desert expansion were the reasons
topsoil erosion mounted to 26 billion tons
last year?
"Talking about urbanization, you have to
realize half of the world's population lives
in cities. and those cities are no longer
shining cities on a hill we sing about, but
have become human hellholes,'' Fomos
said.
Fomos said desert expansion is taking
over parts of China and Africa. and the
winds in the Chinese desert have impacted
the western coast of the United States. He
said people have been perplexed by the fact
that a fine orange dust has covered their
furniture. dust that has come from the Chinese desert.
Lillian Daugbaday. ao;sociate professor

in the sociology department. said the lecture was very informative and brought the
seriousness of world population to her
attention.
"Also brought to our attention is the fact
(that the) world population problem is elsewhere," Daughaday said. "If we find that
the population is growing fast in other parts
ofthe world, there is a problem in America
too because we're all interconnected."
Fomos also said the top two resource
shortages are food and water.
"We are experiencing the first time in
history the ninth year of serial deduction
decline," Fornos said. "Ninety-seven percent of the world's water is salt water. Of
the remaining 3 percent, 2 percent are in
frozen mao;ses in the North and South
Pole.''
Amanda
Berens,
junior
from
Wadsworth, Ill., said she thinks more
should be done to help the world around
the University.
"Murray and Murray State (do) not have
a recycling program," Berens said. "We
desperately need that."
Jenni Siler, sophomore from Kingston
Springs, Tenn., said the lecture addressed
important issues.
Said Siler: "Mr. Fomos is inspiring. and
he definitely caught my attention. My
question is how do we manage to get the
world to cooperate in slowing population
growth'r'
'

-

If you lmow of an interesting club at Murray State University that receives
little cov<>1·age fmm The Murray State News contact Melissa Kilcoyne at 762-4468.
The club may be featured in our weekly club story!

The First Stop on Your Road Trip!
• Located conveniently
at The Cutting Edge,
in front of Wai-Mart

• Brakes
•Air

Conlltlonlng

• Bectrlcal

Diagnosis
• fllline Tune-Up

Corner of Coldwater Rd. & Hwy 121 • 753 - 8189
Monday- Friday • 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.

•1 0°/o MSU discount

NOW OPEN ON THE SQUARE

-Manicure

Mary Engelbreit • Gretn Leaf Candles & Scentl • Home Decor

-Pedicure

Ask About Local Gift Delivery

-Full set
-Airbrush Designs

'1fze Cfierry Tree 1'forist & tjifts
"We're More Than Jusl A t1ower 6hoppe."
lll S. Fourth St. • (270) 761 -Gift (4438)
Open Mon ..Fri. 9-6 • Sat. 9·3

Call for.an appointment • walk-ins welcome 767-0000

First: Bapt:ist: Church

203 S . .,_St. Mvray.IY • h'tl Sm!lh. Mill!tcr tfYtutk/lla!ymity
Sundays. 8:30a-m..
....._, ..~ .-•• Cooternpnt)' Worship
9 45 a. m
.. _ _ ·-··-... •• _ .._
... _ ..._ ... Bible Study
10 55 a.m .........- .................................. Traditional/Blended Worship
6 p.m
.1.................- ..................- .......................Tradllional Worship
8 p m ..
·- -- .. _ -·---·- ·-·· Contemporat) Wonhip (TI!t Ntl)
"111t~.,,,
1 .,_.lpoanblla~IICIIIIIc,. ......~r.

HOPE HARBOR CHURCH
_
.

SERVICE TIMES
Sunday 10:30 a.m. and 6 p.m.
Wednesday, 7 p.m.

MIJRRAW f&MilW (HIJR(H

• Cataract and Glaucoma Screening
• Treatment of Eye Infections
~o~ec:tclnv Contact lenses • Bifocals • Astigmatism

7fllhe J-kad
o(lhe Glass

Q

HERITAGE BANK

Building God's Clum:h by making disciples. restormg families and trammg ltodtrs.

Praise and Worship Service • I0 a.m.
Home Groups meet Wednesday evemng
www.mu.rrayfamilychurch.org • 92 Chestnut Street • 759-0800

YESTERDAY. TODAY.
210

NofiiTH aTfiiUT • MUfllfiiAV,

FAX :

27Q-753-79n •

TOMORROW.

KY 42071 • 270·753•7921

WWW. IAHI<WITHHifiiiTAQI, COII
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This \\7eek
•Friday
•Scheduling Begins
Advanced scheduling
for spring 2004 classes begins. Access
Admissions and Registrar link for the
Advanced Scheduling
Timetable
at
campus.murraystate.
edu.
• Rock-a-Thon
Alpha
Gamma
"Rock-aDelta's
Thon," 4 p.m., Curris
Center Third Floor.
•Volleyball Game
Murray State vs. Tennessee State, 7 p.m.,
Racer Arena.
•Musical - "Some
Enchanted Evening."
7 to 9 p.m.• Robert E.
Johnson
Theatre.
Free with Racercard.
•Friday Night Live
MOZZ dance team, 8
p.m., Curris Center
Stables.

•Saturday
•Women's BasketExhibition
ball
Murray State vs. St.
Louis Gold Stars, 7
p.m., Regional Special Events Center.
•Backpacking Trip
• MSU
Outdoor
Adventures
backpacking trip at Land
Between the Lakes.
Fee is $40. E-mail
brett.rudolph@
murraystate.edu for
more infonnation.
•Musical - "Some
Enchanted Evening,"
7 to 9 p.m.• Robert E.
Johnson
Theatre.
Free with Racercard.
•Bible
Study
Reformed Presbyterian Bible study. 8
p.m.. Curris Center
Barkley Room.
•CAB CC)ncert - 2
Weak to Notice, 8
p.m.. Curris Center
Stables.

College Ufe Editor: Severo Avila
Ass~ College life Editor: Alid3 Ray
Phone: 762-4480

College I.Jife

'Some Enchanted
Evening' celebrates
works of Rodgers and
Hammerstein
productions for the theatre department
in the past seven years. Her credits
include "Faith Healer," "Our Town,"
Theatergoers were given a special "Lovers" and "Je<;us Christ Superstar."
treat last night with the premiere of As director. her responsibilities include
"Some Enchanted Evening" in the analyzing the show, casting it and conceptualizing the production.
Robert E. Johnson Theatre.
The rehearsal period lasted only silt
Presented as a collaborative effort
between the college of humanities and weeks, giving cast and crew little time
tine arts, the department of theatre and to get the production up and running.
"We didn't have a lot of time," Graddnce and the department of music, the
production marks the first musical of ham-Schneider said. "Because it was a
revue, we had to worry about the actors
the school year.
The show is a revue of work by getting vocal fatigue."
David McCall. freshman from GreenBroadway legends Richard Rodgers and
Oscar Harnmerstein II, featuring songs fie ld, Tenn., plays Will in the producfrom hit plays such as "Oklahoma," tion and said he !mows a thing or two
"The King and f' and "The Sound of about vocal fatigue.
"The secret is Powerade," McCall
Music."
"It's (a collection of) all the favorite said. "I drink lots of water and take it
tunes that Rodgt:rs and Hammerstein easy (before the show). That way, 1
ever wrote," said Bradley Almquist, don't wear my voice out."
McCall said his love for theater startdirector of music and choral activities.
Almquist hac; served as music direcror ed as a child, and he starred in many
for every musical the department has productions in elementary school.
"The stage i!> my home away from
produced for the past 12 years. He said
home or somethihg cliche like that." he
his chief job is one of coordination.
"My job is teaching the singers how said.
"You get to be different people," he
to sing." he joked. "Seriously. I have to
make sure the tempo (of the music) added. ''It's an opportunity to play charmatches up with the acting on srage, acters that are a lot like you or nothing
coordinating the instrumentals with the like you at all."
"Some Enchanted Evening" continsinging."
Lissa L. Graham-Schneider. assistant ues with showtimcs at 7 tonight and
tomorrow night and 2:30 p.m. on Suntheatre professor, served as director.
Graham-Schneider has directed many day.

by Jonathan Meador
Staff Writer

,.
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(Above) Da\id McCall, freshman from
Greenfield, Tenn.• rehearses a number from
..Some Enchanted Evening." ;\1cCall's performances include ";\1aria'' and "'Younger
Than Springtimt'.''

(Abo\·e) IWie Atwood, freshman from Marion, Ill., plays "Maria" in the production ·
and performs such numbers as ''1 Have
Dreamed" and "In My Own Little Comer."

•Sunday
•Bible Study - Chi
Alpha, EliLabeth front
lobby. 9:-l5 a.m. Free
rides to church of
choice afterward.
•Musical - "Some
Enchanted Evening,"
2:30 to 4:30 p.m .•
Robert E. Johnson
Theatre. Free with '
Racercard.
•Worship Service
Sunday Night Fellowship. 5:30 to 7 p.rn.•
University Christian
Student Center.

•Monday
•Devotional '- University Christian Stu.dent Center, 6:30 to 8
p.m., Elizabeth College.
•Movie and Discussion - Biblical Principles in "The Twilight
Zone.'' 8 p.m., Han
C<,llege. Four-week

Kristen Shepard, sophomore from St. Louis, Mo., plays "'Anna"
in the Rodgers and Hammerstein musical revue. Shepard's numbers include "The Gentleman Is a Dope,.. "'Something Wonderful," "I Can't Say No'' and "A Bellis No Bell."

Paul Baker/The N,.ews

(Above) Dustin Cunningham, senior from Jeffersontown, and Lacy Hinkebein, sophomore from
Benton. perform songs including "If I Lo,·ed You" and "Twin Soliloquies."

s~:ries .

•Tuesday
•CAB
Campus
Activities
Board
meeting, 4:30 p.m.,
Curris Center Ohio
Room.
•Lecture · "DUI: A
Powerful Lesson." by
Mark Sterner, 7 p.m.,
Lovett Autlitorium.
•Recital
Br<1ss
Chamber
Music
Recital. 8 p.m., Performing Arts Hall.
Free admission.

• Wednesda
•SGA - Student Gov-

ernment Association
senate meeting. 5
p.m.• Curris Center
Barkley Rllom.
•Concert - The Jan
Band and I. 8 p.m.,
• Lovett Auditorium.
Free admission.

PROFESSOR HOBO
RICK, DID YOU CALl THE
NEWSPAPER ABOUT COVERING
OUR PARTY THIS WEEKEND?

•Thursda
THEY DON'T COVER STUDENT
PARTIES. SOMETHING
ABOUT THEM NOT BEING
"NEWT" WORTHY?

Cam·
pus Against Cancer
fund-raiser, I0 a.m. to
3 p.m • Curris Center
Rocking
Chair
Lounge. All proceeds
go to American Can, cer Society.
•Concert - Percussion Ensemble. 8
p.m., Performing Arts
Hall. Free admission.
•Jail and Ball

/

WE COULD KILL SOMEONE
AT THE PARTY. DEATH
GETS HUGE RATINGS!

College Life
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Haggard's voice in top form for latest album

• Music
1. Clay Aiken - "Measure of a
Man"
2. Rod Stewart - "As Time
Goes By ... The Great American Songbook Vol. II"
3. Eagles - "The Very Best Or
4. OutKast - "Speakerboxxx/
The Love Below"
5. Ludacrls - "Chicken 'n'
Beer"

by justin Bontrager
Staff Writer
With 39 No. I hits, a bestselling biography and an induction · into the Country
Music Hall of Fame, Merle Haggard has
nothing left to accomplish and nothing left
to prove.
After falling out with Curb Records and
a slump in record sales in the '90s, Haggard
started his own label, Hag Records. and
continued recording without interference or
pressure from any of Nashville's higherups to chum out fonnulaic, radio-ready
songs.
In 2000, Haggard fonned an alliance
with punk label ~ti/Epitaph and has produced his best work in two decades with "If
I Could Only Fly" and ..Roots," a tribute Ill
his musical intluences. including Lefty
Frizzell, Hank Thompson and Hank

Source: Associated Press

•Movies
1. Scary Movie 3 - Starring
Pamela Anderson
2. Brother Bear - Starring
Joaquin Phoenix
3. The Texas Chalnsaw Mas-·
sacre - Starring Jessica Biel
4. Radio - Starring Cuba
Gooding Jr.
5. Runaway Jury - Starring .
John Cusack

CLUES ACROSS
1. In a way, recteates
5. AaiOCOOts (slang)
9. Dark chocolate-brown
COlor
14. Supportive tissue of the
oootral nervous system (abbr.)
15. Han (nautical)
16. Of the lower part of the
small intestine

Source: Assoetated Press

•Books
1. Arthur Agatston - "The
South Beach Diet"
2. Mitch Albom -"The Five
People You Meet in Heaven"
3. Dan Brown - "The Da Vinci
Code"
.
4. Patricia Cornwell - "Blow
Fly"
5. Robert C. Atkins - "Dr.
Atkins' New Diet Revolution"

17. Plundered
18. Authentic
19. Temptress of Greek

•web site
www.internshlps.com
Whether you'll soon be graduating from Murray State or it's
your freshman year, now's the
time to start considering your
summer plans. Learn how to
prepare
an
eye-catching
resume and conduct an impressive interview before choosing
from a variety of jobs, internships and study-abroad opportunities across the globe for
which y{)u can apply.

50. 1964 Presidential candi·
date
58. Type ol fatty add
59. Away from wind
60. Through. abbr.
61. Steppe cat
62. To draw or paint
63. A British peer ranking
64. Richard _, English
dramatist
65. _ Blyton, children's
author
66. Six, on a dice (archaic)
CLUES DOWN

mythology

20. Yes
23. A large cross or crucifiX
24. Before (archaic)
25. To consecrate
28. Excessively cruel
33. St. Louis football team
34. Mother of Perseus
35. A collection of anecdotes
about a person Of place
36. Central Amencan country
39. Brand of plastic cling wrap
41. A large vessel or vase
42. Steps
43. Hawalaan goose
44. KeV'Ofkian's cases
46. Gets up
48. S. American wood sorrel
W11h edible tubers
49. Mild yellow Dutch cheese

Source: Associated Press

William$.
Haggard's '"Like Never Before'' finds
him back on his own label but still crafting
the same blend of honky-tonk country.

22. Any of the Hindu sacred
writing
25. Hundl'e<Hiyed monster
(myth.)
26. Formerly, Pleasant Island
27. People of Oman
28. Sl1opping tax
29. Collections of anecdoteS
30. Couolerv.1!ights
31. Silly
32. Rattans
34. European freshwater fish
37 A process go1ng on within
a larger one
38. Head of a household of Ill·
repute

1. North~tral city In India
2. Musical sign
3. Petty quarrel
4. One who uses ridicule or

Western swing ami white-bread blues.
Unfortunately, the rc.~sults are not up to
par with his last two releases.
Haggard's songwriting has lost some of
its edge, and it sounds as if he':. pushed the
parameters of home studio recording as far
as they can go, often blending even his
guod material with a sterile production.
However, his voice sounds better than it
has since "Rig City," and, as another plus.
Norm Stephens - longtime guitarist for
Lefty Frizzell and now an "oft1cinl'' member of Huggard's bucking band, the
Strangers - makes an appearance on the
album.
Like every Haggard album, there are
gems, such us his duct with Willie Nelson
on the Woody Guthrie-penned ''Reno Blues
(Philadelphia Lawyer)." Both perfonner:.
are in top shape on the track, but songs
such as "Haggard (l.ikc I've Never Been

Defore}'' and "That's the News" disappointingly sound JX)Iished and uninspired.
us though they're intended for CMT's airwaves. Who knows, they might actually
make the CMT plnylist. They're almo~t
schlocky enough. Almost.
"Like Never Before" is nut essential listening. but like I said, Merle Haggard
doesn't have anything left to prove. He can
make music for himself if he wants to, and
it 'sounds like that's exactly what he did likl! the Rolling Stones have been doing for
the last 20 years.
Where Haggard goes from here- if he
goes on from here - will be much more
interesting than anything the Stones do and
with a lot less huopla.
''Like Never Before" is an excusable
lapse. Let's just hope we ne"er hear Merle
Haggard sound "Like Never Before" again.
Obligatory rating: C

40. Moves to action
45. Dermis
46. NIJllber !halls addQd to

another number
47. Uncooked

49. Resin from tropical trees
50. To fall (slang)
51. Having wings
52. Gambling town
53. Strong wkld moving 45-90
knots
54. Scientist Wilber _ Atwater
55. People ot,lormerfy, Siam
56. Makes a mistake
57. Legal dominance

Last week's solution

sarcasm
5. Furry burrowing rodent

6. In the lead
7. Hair, wool 01' fur ol an animal

B. Former monetary unit of
Guinea
9. Woes
10. Martinl fruJts
11. Spotted food and sport llsh
12, A small amount (Scottish)
13.1nflammatory skin disease
21. "Louisiana Ught01ng." _
Guidry

2003·04
Who"s Who Among Students
in American Universities ana Colleges
Applications available
in the Office of Student Affairs
Ordway Hall • 762-6831 or online
at www.murraystate.edu(secsv(director.htm

FREE I.D. WEEK!
Nov. 17-21
ONE WEEK ONLY!

DEADLINE:
November

14~

2003

Eligibility: 3.0 GPA
Graduating in December 2003:1
May or August 2004.
Demonstrated Campus & Community
Leadership and Involvement.
.....

•

e

e~m

_ menan

e MUST TURN IN
CURRENT VALID ID

e

Not good for
lost card

Racer Card Office - Located on the 1st Floor of the Curris Center
Hours of Operation: Monday-Thursday 8:00 a.m.-5:00p.m.
Friday 8 a.m. - 4:30 p.m .
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Racer basketball re
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Sports Editor: Chris jung

Ph o n e: 762-4·i68

satFanJam

f

Annual event gives public first-chance look
at 2003-04 men's, women's b-ball squads
points in its next eight minutes of
play. Shots were just not falling for
the Racers in the first half as the
"I told you guys we would be team managed 12-of-37.
Once the Global All-Stars tied the
exciting" were the words from firstyear Head Coach Miele Cronin after game at 14- 14 on a three-pointer by
his Racer basketball team won a1 Calvin Warner with 9:26 to play. the
thriller 73-71 against the Global All· lead switched hands a couple times
Stars Monday night at the Regional before the Racers went into halftime
with a 28-26 lead.
Special Events Center.
The first half was chaotic as the
Cronin promised fans an up·
tempo style of play this year, and his two teams combined for 32
squad gave a glimpse of what will turnovers. The Racers as a team did
be in store for the 2003-04 season. not go to the free· throw line once in
The full-court press is going to be a the first half, while the Global All·
major part of the new system Stars went to the stripe I I times,
brought in by Cronin, and he said it making nine shots.
will take some time for his players
to adapt.
Different kind of exhibition
''I tried telling people we'd be a
•second-half team,'' Cronin said.
Senior guard Chris Shumate and
'!We are going to have to press and the rest of the team saw throughout
l trap in order for our team to be sucthe game that this exhibition squad
cessful. Overall, I have been very was different from other teams in
pleased that I can make believers that the Global All-Stars wanted to
out of the guys in bow we are going win the game.
to win ballgames."
"Usually, exhibition teams come
Coming off the bench. junior col- in here, score some points, want
lege transfer Kelvin Brown led all their check and that's it," Shumate
scorers with 17 points on 5-of-12 said 'This team came here to win
' shooting. Brown also grabbed nine tonight"
rebounds, including five offensive
In the second half, it seemed like
boards during his 29 minutes on the all the shots were falling for the
court.
Global All-Stars as the squad shot
Brown was in the game frequent- an impressive 58 percent in the secly as one familiar face remained on ond half, connecting on 18-of-3 1
the bench for the entire game. shors.
Senior Rick Jones was slated to start
A Chris Davis jumper with 16:18
the game, but had to be held back left in the second half sparked a
because of confusion concerning Global All-Stars run that eventually
paperwork with a basketball league saw the visiting team up 53-40 with
in which he participated during the 11:11 to play in the game.
summer in Lexington.
'This was a tip-off thing thai hapRacers stay tough
pened, and we just had to make the
decision to sit him out," Cronin said.
''This isn't anything major, and I
However. the Racers did not
expect we'll have this sorted out by panic, scoring six quick points and
the end of the week. Rick has been cutting the deficit to 53-46. Shumate
working hard, and I expect him to and senior forward Cuthbert Victor
play against VASDA next week- then followed with three-point
buckets to move the team within one
end."
The Racers began the game with of the Global All-Stars. Victor then
a l2-3 run as both teams were slop- tied the game 53-53 when he made
py early on. Turnovers were a major the second of two free throws.
The Global AU-Stars did not go
part of this game as the Racers
turned the ball over 21 times. but the down quietly, pushing the lead out
team also forced 22 turnovers from again only to see the Racers claw
back for the second time when an
the Global All-Stars.
After scoring 12 points in the first Adam Chiles three-pointer tied the
six minutes of the ballgame, the game at 64-64. Brown made two
Racer team only managed two free throws to put the Racers up 66Paul Baker/The News

by Nathan Clinkenbeard
Assistant Sports Editor

Murray State junior guard Brittany Park shows orr her
shooting form during the women's three-point contest Oct.
30 at Fan Jam. Park and the rest of the 2003-04 women's
squad was officially introduced, including first-year Head
Coach Joi WUJiams.

Paul Baker/The News

Murray State freshman forward Shawn Witherspoon drives
to the basket during the men's blue-white scrimmage at the
Oct. 30 Fan J am.
64, and that gave the men a lead

they would never give up.
Travarus Bennett' s three-point
attempt that would have put the AllStars ahead with seven seconds
remaining was never on line, as
Brown snatchetl the air ball while
being fouled. His two free throws
iced the game for the Racers, and
Chris Gamer's uncontested drive.
and bucket at the buzzer wao; too lit·
tie, too late for the All-Stars as the
Racers capped off a thrilling 73-71
victory, a filling <;tart to Cronin's
Murray State career.
After the game, Shumate und
Victor emphasited the difference in
playing styles from thi!; year to last
year. and that time will be needed to
get a full grasp of the situation.
··rhe style is different from last
year in that we were a half-court
team sometimes and then a fullcourt team other times, where this

year we are totally a full-coun
team," Shumate said. "It's just
going to take a little time to get
acclimated to the situation."

Fan Jam
The 2003-04 edition of Fan Jam
includetl an intersquad scrimmage
for both the men's and women' s
teams und respective three-point
shooting conte!its.
Fan~ were able to meet and greet
the players and coaches following
the game. and autographs were
given to the children in attendance.
The men's team now has a week
off to prepare for its fi nal exhibition
game at 7: 15 p.m. Nov. 15 against
VASDA-USA.
The women will host their first
exhibition matchup at 7 p.m. Saturday against the St. Louis All-Stars at
RSEC.

Follow your nose: varying scents create controversy,
. .Ft~i+-:~~"""'t~iijJ

OVC Football Standings
Jackson\'illt' St,lle
'l'l'nne~s<:l' Stille
S.'lmford
f:<~stcm Kentucky
SHMO
Eastern lllinnb
Murray State
Tenne;sec Tech
·rennesst?l'·Martin

0\·erall

ovc

5·3

3·6

4·1
4·1
4-2
3·2
3·2
2·3

3-7

2-4

2·6
2·8

1-4
1-5

6·3
6·3

4·5
3-6

This weekend marks the beginning
of modern firearms season for deer
hunters in most of Kentucky.
Around home, businesses c lose,
school is let out early, and barbecue
sales triple. I may be .stretching the
tntth a little, but not much. The fact
remains that deer season to most people means hunting with a rifle, and it
takes a :;ort of sacred status to many.
While I' ve pnmarily taken up the
bow and arrow as my preferred tool for
whitetails, I' II still take my .357 Magnum handgun to try and harvest a doe,
and I' II probably guide for a few fol ks
as well.
I couldn't just not hunt because then
I'd be rnissing out on the in-depth
debates that have lifted my educational
prowess to where it is today - the deer•
camp debates. Sometimes these
debates can reach the fury of a murder
trial . although the topics are usually
less serious .
My fa vorite <kbate is one that is
guaranteed to reoccur year after year-

OVC Football Schedule
Nov. 8
Tcnne->st.oe·Martin @ F.a~tcrn Ken ·
lucky, noon
Jac k~mw i llt.• State@ Samford, 1 p.m.
Tcnnes:>cc State @ SEMO, 1 p.m.
ll•nncs!-ec Tt.'Ch@ Ea&tem Illinois,

l:30p.m.
Murray State: bye week

the debate over the best rifle cartridge
for deer and how far away these rounds
can cleanly drop a whitetail. They usually start out something like this:
"Last year, I killed that buck from
here to the Minute Mart in town.
Didn't have to hold high a bit, and he
fell in the dirt," Hunter No. 1 says.
Hunter No. 2 looks at him with a
mixture of awe and suspicion.
"Oh yeah? What did you shoot him
with'?" be asks.
"My .30-30 with some of limbo's
reloads," Hunter No. 1 replies. ''Those
reloads are some scary critters. Make
that .30-30 do some wicked stuff."
Never mind the fact that a 30-30
bullet drops like a stone past 200 yards
and comes in rifles primarily designed
for brush and woods hunting. But
openly doubting rhe claims of Hunter
No. I in front of the other deer-camp
brethren would be considered blasphemy. It's wise to stay quiet in debates
like this.
Another good debate com'es from the

OVC Volleyball Standings
Murray State
Morl'ht!ad State
Eastern Kentucky
SF.MO
Jacksonville State
Austin Peay
Tennt.'Ssee Tt.>th
Easll'm Illinois
Samford
Tenncs5t.>c·Martin
Tennessee State

Overall
liJ.-5
17-9
17-10
9·16
17-8
12·14

10-15
8·20
9-16
4·25
6·22

ovc
12-1

10·2
8·4
8-4
7·5
7·5
5·7
5·7
3-9
2-11
0·12

use of deer seems. These pungent lillie
concoctions range from cover scents
which smell like raccoon urine to buck
attractants which smell like doe -m heat urine. I've never smelled one thut
was particularly pleasant, but I do use
them on occasion. Some hunters swear
by them and will often treat them with
a multi-purpose-type function.
Hunter No. I may s troll into deer
camp smelling heavily like a doe in
heat, an<.l Hunter No. 2 willnsk, ··Man,
did your bottle of doe pee bust or
something'?"
No. I rephes ...No, but I couldn't
find my coon pee. I figure<.! this d11c
pee would cover my scent and attract
bucks at the same time. You know. kill
two birds with one s tOf\C."
No. 2 shakes hi!' head.
"Man, you can•t cover up the smell
of those burritos with deer pee. They
just cancel each other out , and you
wind up stinkin ' something fierce." he
say-.. "You' ve got to sleep outside of
the bunkhouse tonight. Besides. using

OVC Volleyball Schedule
Nov.7
Eastern Kentucky@ SEMO, 7 p.m.
Austin Peay @ Sc1mford, 7 p.m.
Morehead Stat('@ Eastern lllinois,
7p.m.
Tennessee Tech@ Jacksonville State,
7p.m.
Tennessee State@ Murray State,
7p.m.

that much doe pee at a time wi ll intimidate the bucks. They'll be so scared of
that doe, they' ll be running the other
way."
Nn . I doesn't agree with that statement.
" No, a little doe pee is good, so a
whole big bunch of it has to be better,"
he says. "I heard of this guy down in
Alabama who killed this buck. It was
standing over a 5-gallon bucket of doe
pee. 01 ' boy said that deer s melled that
bucket and started runni ng circles
around his tree stand . He finally had a
heart attack, and the guy didn't have to
wao;te a bullet."
,
No. 2 shakes his head for a minute
with a pualed expression on his face.
He slowly looks up. squinting his eyelids and in <Jeep thought.
" Is that right'!" he asks.
Will Hmfllley is the hur1ting and fishing
, o/umni~t

OVC Soccer Standings
On~ra ll

ovc

Samford
Ea~tcm Illinois
JackS<ln\'illc Stall'

12--t-3
10-5·4

Tenn~~·Marh n

9-7-3
10·5-4
9-11 ·0

7·1·0
6-0·2
5·1·3
4·3·2
5·3·1
3-6.()

SE~fO

Tl'rmesscc Tt.>ch
Murray State
Austin Pcay
Morehead State

11 -4-4

6·10-3

5·13-l
2-13-1

for

" The

Murray State

News.''

3·5·0
1-7·0
0-8-0

OVC Soccer Schedule
Nov. 7
OVC Soccer Tournament,
matchups TBA

Sports
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Disappointment
continues
Second-half turnovers prevent
MSU's 18-point comeback
by Chris Jung

~·

Column clarification gives
~
ti
stem journalism lesson
~

Sports Editor
With no hope of an Ohio Val·
ley Conference Championship
repeat, few things can help the
Murray State football team (3-7,
2·4 OVC) salvage the current season on a game· to-game basis.
Down 18 points Saturday to
Eastern Kentucky, the Racers
seemed poised to mount a comeback against the Colonels, a surefire way to provide some excitement with MSU heading into its
week off.
But it wasn' t meant to be.
Nearly 2,800 disappointed fans
at Roy Stewart Stadium looked
on as the Racers were defeated
once again, falling 38-20 to EI<U.
"This is a much-needed bye
week for us," Head Coach Joe
Pannunzio said. ''We have a lot
of guys who are banged up and
bruised up. It seems like we' re at
that point now where we've hit a
wall. Looking back at the game,
we had our opportunities to win
the game, but you can't make the
turnovers we made and expect to

~

·~

~ Ln~t weekend l subjected
•1)\yself to the utmost embarRssmcnt and the most humilit:Ving event one could ever

in an attempt to either light
t he fire u nde r ma ny who
would d isagree with me completely or spark the pure admi rntion of very fe w o the rs. It is
~Jlnagine.
,.,;, If you were not blessed quite c lear to me I a m apparnough to witness this morti- e ntly doing my job thanks to
~ing event - your most trea- · those o f you w ho have
tiUred sports columnist c hcer- attempted to inform me of
alone in the rear of the w hat exactly my j ob with this
fBacer end zone adorn~d in paper truly is.
tljody paint and wearing only a
I am honored some of you
ttlair of decorative swim trunks have tried to include me in the
realm of the journa lists' wo rld
~nd a Racer spuit finger - I
in w hich many of my peers
~ust admit you missed out on
occupy, but I have to admit 1
~mething truly memorable.
~· However, thut is not the am not worthy of tha t great:t~sue
that needs to be ness. For they do this !n pur:iddressed at this point in my suit of their future, whi le I a m
"temarkrtble writing career. doing this for o ne s imple re aNor is it the time to harp on son - to tick you off!
J ournalists can be fo und
the misfortunt·s of the Murray
State footb;Vlteam: The squad among my fellow colleagues
i"' traveling on a hard road that who fi ll "T he M urray State
thankfully wil l end soon. New.,·· week after week . They
What does need to be arc the ones who present the
addressed concerns a few. truth a nd write to inform you,
shall I say. uneducated read- the readers, of events a nd
~rs.
occurrences that have take n
It has been brought to my place. I , on the other hand.
attention that a few of you just write my opinions, not
have yet to comprehend the giving a dnmn about what you
exact pos ition I hold. Appar- think or how you may feel,
ently, these foolish. close- and 1 try to portray my theominded individuuls want to ries and beliefs to the best of
consider me a journalist and my ability. For the record, J do
hold me up to the truth behind minimal research and more
what I write, which is some- often than not, you can fin d
me attemptmg to m isconstrue
thin~ I never recall actually
the truth so that 1 may do my
agreeing to.
:: At the beginning of my job as it is described . Remem tenure us the spons columnist ber that part about trying to
this distinguished pub lica- get under your skin?
.
iion. I informed all of you I
Well, I hope the igno rance
was not in pursuit of an occu- level some of you baboons
pation. I was not making an possessed prior to this po we rattempt at becoming or even fu l and info rmative column
ilreaming of becoming a jour- has dissipated and your
palist, but what I was hired to knowledge has become a bit
do was to write my opinions. more
dare
I
say.
whcth~r correct o r otherwise,
ADVANCED.

bJig

win."
MSU trailed 21·3 at halftime
but fought back furiously late in
the third quarter.
Senior wide receiver Deandre
Green's 22-yard to uchdown
catch with 4:05 remaining in the
third capped a seven-play drive
for the Racers and cut the Colonel
lead to 24-13. Green finished with
141 yards on seven catches.
Junior comer back Laroni Gall·
ishaw then placed a recently
s truggling defense on his shoulders and made one of the best
defensive plays of the season,
returning an interception 54
yards for a touchdown and making the EKU deficit 24-20.
''We've been waiting for that
all season. We've got two good
comer backs who can make those
type of plays," Pannunzio said
referring to Gallishaw and fellow
senior comer back Michael Hanley, who also had an interception
in the game. '1 thought when
(Gallishaw) returned that interception for a touchdown w e were
going to win it. I thought the
momentum was on our side."

of

Paul Baker/The News

Murny State senior wide receiver Deabdre Green finished with 141
yards and a touchdown on seven catches In a losing ef10rt Saturday.

Paul Baker/The News

Murray State sophomore quarterback Stephen Hatchell looks
downfield during the Racen' 38-20 loss Saturday to EKU.
Several key turnovers ham·
pered the MSU offense, however,
and a 49·yard touchdown catch
by EKU receiver Patrick Bugg
with 9:49 left in the game was the
back-breaker for the Racers,
which w o uld not score again.
EKU tacked on one more touch·
down with less than two minutes
remaining, resulting in the 18point victo ry margin. The
Colonels o ut-gained the Racers
447-383 and compiled 222 rush·
ing yards against MSU.
"When you lose, you lose as a
team," Pannunzio said. "We
turned the ball over, played bad
special tea ms and let them run
the ball on us. That's part of Football 101: Don' t tum the ball over
a nd don' t let them run the ball on
you. We violated both of those
rules today."
Offensively, sophomore quar·
terback Stephen Hatchell was 26-

of-46 for 327 yards w ith the lone
touchdown to Green and a pair
of interceptions. H atchell also
w as the team 's second leading
rus her Saturday, ga ining 30
yards on five carries. Junior run·
ning back Ron Lane led the rush·
ing core w ith 38 yards on 10 car·
ries.
With no game this week, Pan•
nunzio made it dear the team
will take advantage of its time off
in order to heal, but will be sure
that it is prepared for the season's
final two matchups at Tennessee·
Martin and in Murray against
Tennessee State.
Said Pannunzio: "We just want
to continue to fight and continue
to improve. We're going to have
virtually our whole offensive and
defensive lines back next season.
so we don't need to take a step
backwards. We need to continue
to improve.''

In 1918, on the eleventh hour of the eleventh

Nov. 14-16
trunk

Show

'
day In the eleventh month,
the world rejoiced and
eelebrated. After four years of bitter war, an
armistice was signed. This day was proclaimed
Armistice Day, and it was hoped that this would be
the "war to end all wars," but It wasn't. Thirty-six
years and two wars later, President Eisenhower
signed a bill proclaiming Nov. 11 as Veteran's Day
to honor all those who have se"ed America.

Save 20°/o

on all
your Vera
Bradley
· favorites!

. . Register for
Prizes!
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611~ /#lidtry Op•.11 ~u,/
gu.nda'f, .Aiov. /6 D"om I - 5 p.m•

303 N. 12th St.
(Between Century 21
and The Mane Event>
The area's only Vera Bradley Signature Showroom/

~
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Thank You for Everything...
They were called to serve,
they never asked why.
They fought for freedom for you and I .
Their family and friends
were left behind.
Their goal was peace for all mankind.
Fighting for liberty and justice for all.
Some lived to see it,
but some did fall.
Each one risked their life,
so freedom could ring.
Thank you for everything!
-Unknown

The Office of Veteran Affairs will host a
reception for those faculty, staff and students
who have served our country. The reception
will be Tuesday, Nov. 11, in the Curris Center
Dance Lounge from 3:30 until 5:00p.m.
Light refreshments will be served.
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Squads cross
finish line
Men's, wop1en's cross country teams
finish seventh, sixth at OVC Championships
by Nathan Clinke nbeard
Assistant Spot1S Editor
With nearby Futures Golf Course in
Puryear, Tenn., transformed into a cross
country course, the Racer men' s and
women's teams hosted the Ohio Valley
Conference Championships on Saturday.
Running in their final meet of the 2003
season, the men and women finished seventh and sixth, respectively.
Weather was a factor in the two races.
but not the usual cold weather.associated
with the beginning of November. Runners were still faced with unseasonably
warm and humid conditions, and Head
Coach Norbert Elliott saw the temperature had an effect on his runners.
"I thought that we planned and prepared very well for th is meet," Elliott
said. "Unfortunately, the weather took us
by surprise, and we weren't able to perform to the best of our abilities.''
O n the men's side, the Racers finished
seventh with 169 points, a decline from
last year 's third-place performance.
Junior Tim Bradley said he was disappointed in the way the season turned out
and knows a lot of work will have to be
put in for the Racers to improve next
year.
"We just had a horrible OVC meet this
year, and I know that with the minor setbacks that we had leading u p to the race,
we weren't able to run our best." Bradley
said. "We are going to need to recruit
harder next year. and we need to train

LIFE-SIZE,
UP
POSTERS: Elvis, Marilyn Monroe, james Dean, Betty Boop
and morel Traders Flea Market
and Bingo Center. Exit 16 off 124 Paducah. Opcn Sat. and
Sun. 9 a.m .• - 6 p.m. Ask for
Happy Jack at office.
BROtHER BRAND electric
typewriter Only used a few
times when I was an Engl_ish
major and wanted to feel
more legit. $20. Call (270)
226-9625
BROWN LO VESEAT very
comfortable, good condition .
$75 or best offer. Buyer must
pick up. 759-3525
ANTIQUE
SE\\IING
MACHINE, wooden cabinet in
good condition. $75 . 753-1176
NEON BEER SIGNS and assorteo other metal signs. Traders
Flea Market and Bingo Center.
Exit 16 off 1-24 Paducah. Open
Sat. and Sun. 9 a.m . - 6 p.m.
Ask for Happy Jack at office.
BUILDINGS- - POLE BARN
30x50x10' $4,695 .00 includes
plans, instructions, slider,
painted metal, free delivery,
(937) 718-1471 .
NEED A COMPUTERf BAD
CREDIT? Bankruptcy OK.
No Credit Check. Guaranteed Approval, Checking
account, Home Phone
required. (800) 419-4383,
www.pc4sure.com
FREE 3-ROOM DIRECTV SYSTEM INCLUDING INSTALLATIONI Subscribe to "NFL-Sunday Ticket" get 4 months FREE
programming. Access 225+
TV Channels. Digital quality
piCture/sound. Limited time
offer. 1-800-208-4617.
Tl-83 CALCULATOR $75 or
best offer. Call 759-3525
Looking

harder overall if we want to improve next
year."
Eastern Illinois dominated the competitiov once a!J8in, winning the con ference
championship for the fourth straight year.
Eastern lllinois had the top three finishers
and five men in tbe top 15 for a total
score of 29.
.
Eastern Kentucky finished second with
58 pomts, while Samford and Morehead
State tied for t'hird with 107. Southeast
Missouri State followed with Il l points
and Jacksonville State with 166.
Leading the way for the men. Bradley
placed 19th and finished the 8-kilometer
course in 26:42.69.
J un ior Brandon Lancaster battled anemia for the past three weeks but still managed to fi n ish 30th (27:4 9.29). He was
closely followed by senior Jeremy Burkeen and sophomore M ichael Su llivan,
who finished 36th and 37th respectively.
Freshman Matt Hebert rounded out the
scoring for the men, finishing 47tb
(29:21.43 ). Freshmen Patric k Hammond
fin ished 60th and Ryan Stichter finished
6 l st.
The women finished the 2003 season
with a sixth-place performance at the
OVC Championships. tallying 185
points.
Eastern Kentucky won the women's
title by two points over new OVC member Samford 40-42. T his victory marked
the 20th OVC crown for the EKU women's cross country team.
Last season's runner-up Southeast Mis-

Rashod Taylor/The News

Members of the Murray State men's cross country team line up in preparation for the start of Saturday's Ohio
Valley Conference Championships race in Puryear, Tenn. The men 's squ ad finished seventh overall, while the
women's team wrapped up its season with a sixth-place finish a t Future's Golf Course.
so uri Sta te finis hed third with 92 points,
j ust ed ging out Eastern I llinois' 97.
Morehead State finished fifth with 147
points.
Sophomore Heather Vincent led the
women, p lacing 30th and running the 5kilometer course in 19:36.90.
Sopho more Megan Rainville followed
with a 35th-place finish and a time of
19:50.10. Sophomore Lauren Wil:-on,
37th place. and junior Audrn Herndon,
3.8th place, followed c losely with times

DRIVERS COL DRIVERS
NEEDED! Up to 34 cpm to
start, bent-fi ts, flatbed trainCLUBS, STUDENT GROUPS - ing, Conv. fleet. 1 yr. v~rifi ~
Earn $1,000 to $2,000 this · able 017R w/clcan record.
semester with a proven Cam- Call: (800) 828-8338. U.S .
pusFundraiser 3-hour lundrais- Tr~c!_i~l_!ndstar . _
ing event. Our free pro~rams
make fundraising easy w1th no
FOR RENT
risks. Fundraising dates are fill·
ing quickly, so get with the pro·
graml It works. Contact Cam· NICE CLEAN 2 BR JRIPlEX APT.
pusFundraiser at (888) 92 3 · Wall-to-wdll carpet. Nice loc.l3238 or visit www.campus- tion, single family residential arE-a.
Stove,
refrigerator,
new
fundraiser.com.
washer/dryer. $360 rent, $360
SIC MA A"'L'"P~
H:-.A-,LAMB DA,
national leadership & honors deposit. Phone 753-7207.
organization, is seeking moti- GREAT LOCATION -Two bCdvdted students to bring a room apartment across street from
chapter to campus. 3 .0 CPA MSU campus. $345, water
req. contact:
rm i ncr® included. Call753·7397.
salhonors.org
2 BEDROOM APARTMENT •
ID EAL G fFTSBY FRIEND- Gas heat, electric, ale, stove,
LY has openings for party refrigerator, washer, dryer.
plan advisers. Call about $360/mo. rent. $360 deposit,
our New Manager Pro- lease. No pets. 753-7207.
gram . Decor, Gifts, Toys , 2 BEDROOM w/d, stove,
Cash, Trips . Recognition . refrigerator $360/mo./deposit.
(800)488-4875 . 753-7207
www. friendlyhome.com
LIVE OAk APARTMENTS 906
NATIONA-L - PUBLIS.HI NG
Broad St. Extended. 1 BedComp.tny looking for Sale~ room $290, 2 Bedroom $340,
Representative in Kentucky. 3 Bedroom $425. 6-month
Willing to travel Mondax-Fri·
~s_it_
. _ __
day. Commission Pos1tion. lease, $100 depo
Company
average
pays
REAL ESTATE
$720/week. Call (800) 2256368 Ext. 333.
DIUVER: KNIGHT----rRANS- AUCTION BURKESVILLE, KY
PO RTATIO N. GET MILES! 250 Acres in 4 tracts. Unsur-'
GET HOME! GET PAID passed deer and turkey huntDAIL Yl Hiring Solos & Teams! ing. 9 miles from Dale Hollow
Also Hiring Owner Ope rators. Lake. Aug 30, 2003. (2701
Call For Details! (888) 346- 734-6053. Joe Bryant, Auctioneer.
4639 www.knighttrans.com
16-DM7 CAREER TRAI NING- LA'"j('£BAR-GAIN- $24,9 00.
DRIVER TRAINEES WANTED Free covered boat slipl GenTODAY! CLASS-A COl. & tly sloping lake view parcel
Relresher Training. Nation- w/n ice mix of low rolling
wide Job Placement Assis- meadows & trees. Abuts
tance. Companies H~ring national forest on 35,000
Today & Offering Tuition acre recreational lake m
Reimbursement. (800) 883· Tenn . Paved roads, water,
01 7 1. www.deltaacademy.com
sewer,
more.
Excellent

of 19:57.91 and 20:<X>.66.
Closing out the scoring for the worncn
was freshman Amber Biven~. who finished 46th (20:29.18). Sophomore Brittany Renfro was 48th (20:52.06). while
sophomore T rista Curtis placed 56th
(21 :41. 72). Freshman Betsy Hall earned
a 57th place finish (21 :51.94).
E lliott said the course for this year's
champio nship meet received rave
reviews. and he was very excited to see
the amount of fans in attendance.

financing. Call now (800) ethics! Visit the BEST spring
704-3154 ext. 490.
break Site on the Web - view
LAKEFRO NT LOG HOME IOOs of hotel videos and
3, 1.50 sq . ft.,.... ~ ~---&E-re-rev~...al-www.springbreak
$134,900. Beautiful new travel.com (800) 678-6386
J, 150 sq. ft. authentic lake- ACT NOW! BOO K 11 PEOPLE,
front log home on 3.2 acres GET 12th trip free. Group disw/gorgeous long-range views, counts for 6+ www.spnnglake access, perfect getaway. breakd1scounts.com or (800)
Must see. Call now (BOO) 770- 638-8202
9311 Ext. 335.
PANAMA CITY BEACH:Sand·
NEW- LAKE HO ME,- LAI\E piper-Be.1con Beach Resort.
CUMBERLAND, KY $89,900. rrom $39 1-2 pm or arrive
Newly built, ccdar-s1ded home, Su./Mon.-FREE night. Restricnever lived in, fully furnished tions . Pools, river ride,
w/screened-in patio, huge Jacuzzi, tiki bar. (800) 488deck, fireplace, jacuzzt tub, 8628 www.sandpiperbeacon.
great views, much morel Call CAMPUS REPS NEEDEDT!fe a
(800) 770-9311 ext. 971.
ct~mpus rep for the only
Spring Ureak Company recogOitt>d for outstanding ethics!
TRAVEL
Earn free trips & CA$1-11
SPRING BREAK -Sign up with www .springbreaktravcl.com
Student Express and get FREE (800) 678-6386
roundtrip airline tic kets to #1- SPRtNG- BREAK- VA-CAover 15 International destina- TIONS! Cancun, Jama ica ,
tions - including 'Aruba, Ac apulco, Bahamas. MazatDominican Republic, Costa lan, florida, S.Padrc. II 0%
RicJ, Caribbean hot spots and Best Pric:esl Book Now & Get
more. Why go with .1nyone Free Parties & Meals! Group
l'lse. Limited offer - cnll now. Discounts. Now Hiring CamCommission rep positions also pus Reps! (800) 234-7007
available. (800) 767-3787 cncllcsssumniertours.com
www.studentexpress.com
CHERRY BLOSSOM--GOLF
BI GGEST SPRI Nc-iiREAK AND
COUNTRY
CLUB,
PARTY! Cruise with 1 OOs of stu- Grorgctown, KY. Golf Dige~t
dents on the I.Hg<:st and wildest voted us Best in State, #91 Join
student party cruisl'l Sp<md 5 us for your next round or Outdays in the Bah,lmas from ing! Call (502) 570-9849.
$279! Includes most meals, free SP-RING- BREAK 2004, Travel
parties, port taxes! Ethics with STS, America's #1 Stuaward-winning
company! dent To ur Ope ra to r to
www.springbreaktravel .com Ja maica, Cancun, Acapulco,
{800) 678-6386.
Baha mas and Flo rida. Now
CANCUN, ACAPULCO, NAS- hiring campus reps. Call fo r
SAU, JAMAICA! 7 nights from group discounts. Informa$459 + tax! lncludl'!> break- tion/ Reservations (800) 648lasts, dinners, 20-'iO hours free 4849 or www.ststravel.com.
drinks! Guaranteed lowest ATTENTION:
RESORT
prices and best party schedule. RECREATIO N & Hotel ManThe only spring break compa- agement Majors! Internships
ny recognized for oustanding Avail .1ble in Resort Activities,

for a job, a car, or a vacatior1 destination?

Find it in the classifieds!

Oassified advertising is a great way to buy and sell, publicize an upcoming event or ro send a message to that .special someone. Disccxrer the pou.~r of classificds.
$2 for the fi rst 20 words. • 10¢ for each additional word • Classifieds deadline: 3 p.m. Wednesday • Payment i:; due when the ad is placed.

----------·
AmNTIONALL
MSU STUDENTS & FACULTY!

....:~

CAL L 767-0045 to book
your visit at Body Haven.

+laolln
\

1
1

located on Hwy 121 Past lowe's • Murray, KY

------------

I

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

NEED 'EXTRA MO NEYl Looking for student' who are goal
oriented and want something
dificrent in life. www . fiveand~
three .c~~/helpingyou .
For
more mto, leave message
(877) 345-9320. This is not a
get-rich-quick thmg.
WOLFFTANNI NG BEDSAffordable, Convenient. Tan
at Home. Payments from
$25/month. rREE Color-Cat<llog. Call Today. (800) 711 0158 www.np.etstan.com
SODA/SNACK VEN DING
Outstanding Business Opportu nity. Minimum Investment
$3500. Weekly profits up to
.$1500! Call now (888) 2924520.
ATTENTIONHOMEOWNERS
Display Homes Wanted for
Vinyl Siding Replacement
Windows . No payment until
2004. Payments st<Hting at
$89/month . All credit qualifies. Call (800) 25 1·0843.

ONLINE DISPLAY
ADVERTISING

$25/Week
Inhouse

production
ilt no charte.
Ca/1162-1113

for more details!

THE MURRAY

STATE NEWS

s

CLASSIFlEOS WORK!
Clas~ifieth J eadline: 3 p.m. Wed

Matta~'
State
·Jlf
news

":J.~.(~~VH~

$35 during Sept. and Oct.

P.S. • WEL COM E BACK!!!

Front Office & Food Serv1cel
Myrtle Beach & Hilton Head,
SC: Orlando, r I . loin us for a
semester o r summer ga ining
hands on cxpcrience in sunny
resort locations! $.-!00/month
stipend! Furnished Housmgl
Shuttled Transportation! Cultural Events & Socials! Gain a
cultural experience! Make
friends from around the
world! Gt1trl AH&LA certification! Receive internshhip
credits Call (800) 864-6762
or e-mail: info®americanhospitalityacadcmy.com
www.AmericanHospitalityAcademy.com

I
I

Get a $50 One-Hour
Premier Massage for only

806 Chestnut St. -Murrav •767-0054

"I dido ' t receive one negative comment
about the OVCs," Elliott said. "Every
one of my coaching colleagues complirnented the course and the way we ran the
meet. and J loved seeing a Jot of fans out
there."
Both teams now switch gears as they
prepare for the upcoming indoor track
season. The first meet is scheduled for
Nov. 30 as the Racers will travel to
Jonesboro, Ark.. and the Arkansas State
Invitational.

•

· DAILY LUNCH §PECIAL§
· 1\llliHTLY DRINK §PECIAL§

• 2 for Tuesdqy • 2 mixed drinks for
the price of one!
·Wed. & Thu ·SOC drafts 8 • 9 p.m.
• Fridqy • $1.50 longnecks 9 p.m. • dose
Tues.· §at. ·11a.m.- 1i! a.m.· 76i!-0040

Sports
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Kyser

Jung

Cllnlc:enbeard

Lough

Ctartc

11..111•nt Sporll Editor

Season Record:
(81-49)

Last .........
N .Y. Giants

Detroit
Kansas Cit
Oakland

Cleveland @ Kansas C
N.Y. Jets @ Oakland
Arizona @ Pittsbu

!D etroit
Kansas Ci
Oakland
Pittsbu h
Carolina
Cincinnati
Tennessee

Tam
Cincinnati
Miami

Houston @ Cincinnati
Miami @Tennessee
Minnestlta @

Detroit
Kansas Cit
N .Y. Jets
Pittsbu
Carolina
Cincinnati
Tennessee

•
Cincinnati
Tennessee

St. Louis

r-{
2 locations to serve you better! • Soup & fresh
salad bar
406 N. 12th St.
1004 Paris Rd.
Murray

Mayfield, KY 42066

759-2348

247-8188

• Hand-dipped
ice cream

I

I

·I

210 Main Slreet, Downton Murray, KY

r<aao~dGC111ery

www.mainltrcctawtan.com

M~titC

(270)161-0CI14

~ OlPaintings,

Rent 2 M ovies, Get 1 FRE E
with MSU ID.

~CU!ts.S<irts,

]ai:'.ncMcfMre
'Ue:>.·Jri 10C0am-4fXJpm
(h:.e;(Swr.cnfhb'f

I'U!ItSB ~IN TO SEE OUR SELBCn.ON!
Gpen IOtoSM-F.t I0-4Sat
AUTHORIZED DeALER OF ALL OF mE ABOVE,
I'I..US ~ I8ANHZ. IWSTOM .t CRA1E
AMPUF1BRS ct GEM KEYBOARDS

0 2003 Blockbuster Inc.

-

,
~
I

--

--

- -

Do~ ou

--

-

MARTtN, HUSS I! DALTON, LOWDEN, AVALON
BOURGEOIS, SIGMA, ALVAREZ& YAIRIGUITARS,
ALL lN STOCK. AT GREAT PRICES!
CHECK otn" OUR PARKER .t IBANEZ
E.LECIJUC GUITARS AND .MSS.ES
GOLD TONB BANJOS & .BANJITARS
MANDOUNS, VIOLINS .t ACCESSORIBS

Located inside
Wai-M art.

5::t: 1C0pm-5Wpm

_· ., :...

(270) 759-0420

ST R I!E1

iliJmf-t::lnctya[fmsw

-

I

1006 Chestnut St. • Murray

L.:------------~

I () ;1, OFF huft(:l 'vit h 1\tS( 1 II>

·

M-:-Se~c;-~n,- -:

I
I

0

XJ39 /'?rxlb~ Alm:J.K/d

Green

-

on <:am pus with an inll'l"l'"iling ... tor~ to tl'll'?
,
lt.itl\'1 might uwkc a gootlfcaturc sltiiJ .'
~:
('on tad Sn l'I'O . \\ ila. ( 'o/lcge l.i/t' Fditor 762--1-HtS! ~
kmm

an~ ont·

-

~ !JB§M~{ q{)fmj

§ytm

10% Discount For
MSU Students With J.D.
.• Hair Care
• Sugaring
• Massage Therapy • Manicure
• Facials
• Pedicure
e-mail - essentialspa@hotmail.com

"An AVE DA Concept Salon"

Restaurant, since

All of our dishes are made with
fresh beef, sausage, veggies, sauces.
Italian dough & home-made
desserts prepared daily!

200A N. 12TH ST.
MURRAY, KY
270-753-3086

HWY 641 SOUTH
HAZEL,KY
270-492-8839

417 S. 6TH ST.
MAYFIELD, KY
270.251.0640

325 MAIN ST.
BENTON,KY
270-527·011 0

r•

Sunset Boulevard Music is now located in the yellow
building beside Wendy's on Chestnut Street!
MUSIC • CAR AUDIO • INSTALLATION

Voted
Best
Music

PIZZA • PASTA • SALAD BAR • DESSERTS
Daily Specials • Private Meeting Rooms
970 Chestnut • 753-2975

m

be-.

Store!
Chestnut St. {Beside Wendv's) • Murray, KY • 753-0113

